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Calendar
On Campu5
VolleybaU
Palm Beach Atlantic
When: 7:00pm
Where: West Palm Beach

David Gray
"Life In Slow Motion"
Bonnie Raitt
"Souls Alike"
1iisha Yearwood
"Jasper CountyM
Paul McCartney
"Chaos and Creation In The
Backyard"
Swltcllfoot
"Nothing Is Sound"

Cafeteria
Breakfast 7:30 am -9:30 am
Lunch ll: lSam-l: l.Spm
Dinner 4:30pm-7:00pm
Knights' Court Grlll

11 am -11 pm

Vidflix

Christine's
7:30 am -8 pm

New DVD Release>

Library
8:00 am -Midnight
Bookstore
9:00 am -6:30 pm

:\IT\' Star Appears at L~·nn
~'"""' l.uulnuu "I•'"'' \h•oll "'""''

On
Friday
September
9 Shane Landrum from
MTV's Road Rules Campus
Crawl XI, The Inferno, and
Battle of the Sexes l and 2
came 10 speak 10 Lynn Universily SrudeniS about diversily.
Over l 00 siUdeniS gathered
10 hear Shane's life stories
and his message about diversity and being a minority
(and of course 10 hear a little
Road Rules gossip}.
Shane spoke about his personal experiences that led
him 10 the acceptance of
himself and the fact that he
is gay, and that made him
the person that he is IOday.
By the end of the hour,
Shane's message to the siUdeniS was clear:

Accept diversily in yourself and in others, and realize that you not only have
a responsibilily to be a role
model, but that you also
have the abilily 10 make a
difference.

Christine's is a new restaurant localled in the fonner
Christine Room. Ou:istine's
is a cafC/coffeebowe and
outdoor patio featuring
Starbuck's Coffee, coffee/
es~so drinks, f.n:sb &uit
smootbies. "Grab 4 Go•
gounoet salads and sandwiches, "Sweet Rewards"
selection of desseriS and
breakfast pratries.

The newly renovated Career Center provides ongoing services include help
in exploring career options,
resume-writing, interviewing skills, and job search.
The Career Center is launching a series of exciting and
interesting new programs
this year for the benefit of
siUdeniS at all levels:
In the "What Can I do With
My Major?" siUdeniS will
learn about the variety of
options they can consider
for using their degree. Sessions start in November.
The Career Center will offer a series of processional
etiquette seminars called
"'utclass the Competition"
10 provide up-to-date tips
on techno-etiquette (cell
phones and email), communicating with recruiters and
business contaciS, mingling
and networking, dressing
for interviews, dining etiquette, and preparing for career fairs. All sessions take
place from 6:00-S:OOpm on
Wednesday evenings.
Space is limited, so pre-registtation is required-don't
wait!! For more information
or to reserve your seat for
a seminar, contact JoAnne
Drew at 561-237-7286 or
email jdrew@ lynn.edu.

A contemporary romantic
comedy about a high school
teacher who meeiS and falls
in love with a successful
businesswoman. Although
their lives are vastly different, the relationship seems
perfect until the baseball
The first correct, complete, season begins and she has to
and detailed solution senl compete with his first true
to sbelanger@lyM.edu will love: the Bos10n Red Sox.
receive a cool $20. The solution will be sent via email There's Something About
to all submissions after the Mary (wl bonus features)
prize has been awarded.
There sure is. A stalker love
Two rooms an: connected
by a hallway that has a bend
in it so that it is impossible to see one room while
standing in the other. One
of the rooms has three light
switches. You are !old that
exactly one of the switches
rums on a light in the other
room, and the other two an:
not connected to any lights.
What is the fewest number
of times you would have
10 walk to the other room
10 figure out which switch
IUms on the light? Look
out; this question uses properties of real lights as well
as logic.
Reference: The Heart of
Mathematics, Burger, Key
College Publishing, 2000.

Photo by Sarah Greco

siOry, Ted (Ben Stiller) is still
in love with his high school
prom date, Mary (Cameron
Diaz). Ted hires Pat, a private detective (Matt Dillon)
to track her down, but Pat
ends up falling in love with
her too, starting a battle for
Mary's heart that's rife with
gross-out humor.
Today You Die
Max Stevens (Steven Seagal) is a thief who steals
from the rich and gives 10
those in need. Convinced by
his lover that it's time to go
straight, Max agrees 10 one
last heist, which does not
go as planned. Max is set
up and framed and sent 10
prison where he forms an
unlikely friendship with Ice
Cool (Anthony ''Treach"
Criss}, and together they
orchestrate a massive jailbreak, setting out for revenge. Much witty banter,
explosions, and general
mayhem follow, in an action film that delivers all the
crucial elements.

a

en's Soccer Wins Third Straight
Knights Beat Christian Brothers University 3-1

Four Match Week For Volleyball Team
Lady Knights Look To Daniels For Leadership
Lynn University senior Theresa Daniels, one of two fouryear players on the Fighting Knights' volleyball team is
ready to lead her team into one of the toughest weeks of
this year's schedule. Putting together one of her finest performances of her career on Saturday with 19 kills and a
career-high .529 attack percentage against Queens, Daniels will look to keep the Knights (4-1) focused as they hit
the road tomorrow, tangling with Palm Beach Atlantic at 7
p.m., in their first of four games in six days.
"I want to continue being a leader on the court but not only
in the stats column," Daniels, a Sunrise, Fla. native, said.
"My goal day in and day out is to lead this team everyday at
practice and during games and to make sure they know that
I'm going to give it a hundred percent at all times, which is
just as important to me that racking up kills or digs."
Embarking on one of the best starts in school history, the
Knights will begin at PBA against the Sailfish who boast a
6-2 record thus far this season. This will be the 14th alltime meeting between the two squads with the Sailfish tak·
ing a I 0-3 overall record against the Knights.
"It feels great to have some big wins behind us as we head
into this tough week of action, but if we just come into every match with a sense of urgency I feel that we'll be able
to compete at any level," Daniels said.
Traveling to Florida Gulf Coast on Friday, the Knights will
face the Eagles who made it to the NCAA South Region
Semifinals last season. FGCU currently posts a 9-2 overall record while having a 1-0 record on their home court.
This will be just the third all-time meeting between the
two teams, as the Eagles swept a two-game series from the
Knights in 2004. Game time is schedules for 7 p.m in Fl
Myers.
"Playing on the road is always tough and to come away
with two big wins against two great programs is a realistic
goal for us," Daniels said. "Our confidence level is high
enough to believe in ourselves and that's all that matters
when we play competition of this caliber."
Returning home to the friendly confines of the deHoemle
Center, the Knights will open up their Sunshine State Conference schedule on Saturday against Saint Leo at 4 p.m.
Last season, the Knights split a pair of games with the Lions, pushing their all-time record against the conference
foes to 3-10. Rounding out its hectic week. Lynn will host
Puerto Rico-Mayaguez on Sunday at 12 noon. The Knights
are 1-0 on their horne hardwood this season, notching their
home opening victory against Queens in a 3-0 sweep.
"There is always a great feeling associated with playing at
home and in front of our fans and it'll be nice to open up
our conference season with all of their support," Daniels
said. ''This is such an exciting week for us and I'm ready
to lead the way to victory."

Lynn University' s men's soccer team opened its season 3-0
for the 13th time in program history, defeating Christian
Brothers University 3-1 on Sunday afternoon. Freshman
Jean Alexander and David Benn scored their first goals of
the season while Lee Paul Scroggins tallied his team leading third goal.
''Two games in third days have been a bit rough on the
team but our fitness level has improved dramatically over
that span. We still need to put our chances away but we've
done very well with our small squad," said head coach
Shaun Pendleton. "It's nice to beat two quality teams and
if you would have said that I would be 3-0 at this point of
the season I would have said that's great."
Scroggins opened up the scoring for the Knights 26 minutes into the match, marking the second time in two games
he has scored the first goal. The junior midfielder made a
nice run up the middle of the field towards to the top right
of the box where he combined on a one-two pass with Carl
Wallace. Scroggins completed his run and fired a low line
drive shot just inside the near post to put LU up 1-0.
Alexander scored his first career game-winning goal just
minutes before halftime. Again the Bucs (2-3-0) had a
difficult time defending the combination pass as Alexander made an identical run on the box as Scroggins, finding Kenneth Viquez just inside the top right hand comer of
the ·box. Viquez caught the Bucs defense off guard with a
backwards touch to Alexander, who fired a dart under the
keepers arm for the goal.
Christian Brothes made a surprising run at the start of the
second half though, coming out with a quick assault on
the Blue and White Zone. Liam Bull made a diving stop,
one of four on the afternoon, to halt the Bucs. Seconds
later, Brad Whitsitt's free kick from about40-yards out was
re-directed by Ryan Peel, just past Bull to cut the lead in
half.
The Knights squashed any momentum the Bucs had less
than a minute later. Chris Knox collected a cleared ball on
a comer kick about 35-yards out and sent a high, looping
pass into the box. Benn, just keeping onside, one-timed a
scissor kick at the top of the box iDto the right side of the
net to increase the lead to 3-1.
"We're a little tired from the Central Arkansas game but
we knew if we got the third goal, we could close the door
on Christian Brothers," said Benn, who notched his 14th
career goal. " I was a bit fortunate on the kick I think. I
caught it well though and was able to put it in the comer."
Lynn used a variety of defensive combinations, having
at one point all five of its defenders, Leon Jackson, Benn,
Lee Porter, Nano Short and Courtney Rimmer, on the field.
The Knights defenders limited the Bucs to only six shots
on goal and won the comer kick battle 1o-4.

Knights Fall To CbargeJS
Womens Soccer Team Bettles On

Lynn University's women's
soccer team dropped its
second consecutive road
game, falling 2-1 to Alabama-Huntsville
Sunday
afternoon. Kim Pyra scored
her team leading sixth goal
of the season as the Fighting
Knights evened their record
at 3-3.
With the game tied 1-1, the
Knights seemed poised to
head into their first overtime
match of the season. On a
Lindsey Schemenaur comer
kick, Heather Deen connected on a soft header just
inside the LU box. A failed
attempt to clear the ball by
Bridget Penta ricocheted
off of the midfielder 's side
and rolled past keeper Kelly
Friedrich, giving UAH (3-3)
the win.
Kim Pyra tied the score at
1-1 in the 34th minute. The
senior attacking midfielder
one-timed a long cross from
Molly Anderson past Chargers keeper Sarah Sollie.
Pyra is only two goals shy
of tying her career high.
U AH got on the board first
in the 14th minute when
Laura Holt crossed a ball
into the Knights box. A defensive breakdown allowed
Katie Knop to get open and
shoot easily on the net.
Both teams finished the
match with 18 shots and
three comer kicks apiece.
Friedrich recorded four
saves while Sollie tallied
seven on the afternoon.
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What are you looking fmward to this year at Lynn?

Cribs & Whips
lynn's Hottest

On Campus

I~

Blood Drive
lime: All Day
Location: Parking Lot Behind Christine's
Coffee in the Courtyard
lime: 8:45 am - 10:45 am
Location: Student Center
Courtyard

"I'm exca.d- 6aolly aatiq my
mojor 1114 FUilll into> wblll ...,. 10 "The upcoming
do for .... -

Men's Soccer
Florida Tech
When: 3:00pm
Where: Home Game

of my lifo.•

-Cariaaa Enth. Sq!iwdllan!!

ba.'ICball

season. Ha!"
-Mike Jacobs, Senior

"Getting more into my
major."
-Megan McSweeney, Juniol-

\ ' ' \ I)
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This week's featured crib
is located in the Boca Bath
and Tennis Club, and the
three people living in this
hot crib are Mike Stromberx from NYC, John Wood
From CoMecticut, and Darren Dimassa from Massachusetts.

Knight Radio Meeting
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Jrd Floor Library

Knightly News Meeting
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Jrd Floor Library
-

"Getting involved in activities around tbe campus."
-Melanie Pieroc, Junior

"Baseball season!"
-Chris Snow, Sopbcxnorc:

"Graduating and finally stepping into tbc real world."
-Molly McGee, Senior

l\kciia Schedule '
On Campus
<laal77 MIMeoflbe Day
American Beauty (R)
Director: Sam Mendes,
American, 1999, 121 min.
Starring: Kevin Spacey, Annette DeMing, Thora Birch,
Wes Bentley, Mena Suvari,
Chris Cooper, Peter Gallagher, Allison JaMey, Scott
Bakula, Sam Robards.
Exceptional and original
look at the American Dream
gone sour. Spacey is having a midlife crisis, and
decides to throw caution to
the winds; his wife, Beninh,
who's forsaken him for her
real estate career, seeks sexual fullfillment elsewhere.
and their a! ientated teenage daughter is attracted to
a strange young man next
door. Amusing, bittersweet,
and insightful script by Alan
Ball is perfectly realized by
a superb cast and first-time
film director. Oscar winner
for Best Picture, Directory,
Screenwriter, Actor (Spacey), and Cinematography.
Excerpted From Leonard
Mallin's 2004 Movie &
Vid.o Guide.

Lynn Student Profile
Mono Saenz ln!eruewed
th I Jl'\,.til,J

II

LYM University is known
for their well-rounded array and understanding of
cultures from all over the
world. Just walking around
the LYM campus gives students the chance to see different lifestyles, hear foreign dialects and music, or
taste dishes in the cafeteria
from other cultures.
Recently I had a chance to
sit down with Mario Saenz,
a second year LyM student
who is from San Salvador,
El Salvador. Mario is a business major with aspirations
of writing and performing
music professionally.
I asked him about his opinion on how LyM University
differs from his home town
of San Salvador, and he told
me that while the climates
are somewhat similar, Lynn
has incredible opportunities
and impeccable security.
Other things that Mario enjoys about Lynn University
is the peaceful feeling of the
campus environment, the
smaller class sizes, and the

opportunity to get to know
students and staff members
from other cultures.
When asked about the culture of his home country
El Salvador, Mario stated
that it is a Spanish speaking
country that holds values
such as family togetherness.
Popular music styles are
Salsa or Meringue. ·
Marias favorite meal from
El Salvador is Pupusas,
which is a tortilla with
cheese, beans, tomato sauce,
and sometimes porlt.
Mario currently lives in Old
Lynn and enjoys playing
his guitars or hanging out
with friends. He also enjoys
watching Spanish Soccer.
Though Mario has lived in
El Salvador his whole life,
he enjoys learning from other cultures and hopes he has
the same impact on others.

LYM rsdio is kicking off the
year with its first meeting
today for returning members, prospective DJs, and
talk show hosts.
All those interested in doing
a rsdio show this semester
on LyM Radio should be at
one of the following meetings:
Wednesday September 14th
at !2:00pm.
Thursday September 22nd
at 12:00 pm.
Meetings will be held at the
radio station on the third
floor of the library. Radio
shows typically last approximately two hours, and the
DJs can play their favorite
music and talk about topics The three roommates are all
that interest them.
Juniors at Lynn University.
Shows are broadcast from Featured here are two shots
9:00 am- 12:00 am.
of their hot crib, shots of
You can listeR to Knight John Wood's Escalade sitRadio on 96.1 FM, and you tin' on 24-inch rims, and
can watch the radio shows Mike's stylin' Mercedes
on LyM Cable ChaMel 76. Benz.

Mens Athlete Of The Week
Chris Knox, Senior Soccer Player
After a stellar week in which he contributed to two goals in a 2-1 upset of no. 3 Central Arkansas and another goal in a 3-1 win against Christian Brothers, Lynn University's Chris
Knolt was named Sunshine State Conference Men's Soccer Offensive Player of the Week
as announced by the conference office Monday. Knolt recorded one goal and two assists
as the Knights went 2-0 over the weekend. The Blue and White open their SSC season
when they host Aorida Tech on Wednesday, September 14 at 3 pm before hosting no. 18
New York Tech on Sunday, September 18 at 4 pm.
"Well he [Chris Knolt] certainly deserves it," said head coach Shaun Pendleton. "After
having a down year last season he's come back very focused and motivated for another
national championship. He's improved statistically already after only three games and we
hope that he continues his great play the rest of the season."
Knolt evened the score 1-1 minutes into the second half against UCA, bending his shot
on a free kick around the defensive wall and into the top left comer of the net. Later in
the match, the senior midfielder lobbed a pass into the Bears 18-yard bolt where William
Young one-timed to the far post and Hiroshi Ando headed in for the game-winning goal.
Against the Sues, Knolt's lob pass to David Benn, who scored on a scissors kick, less
than a minute after CBU had scored, secured the victOry for the Knights. The Newcastle,
England native is the second Knights player to earn SSC weekly honors after Benn was
named Defensive Player of the Week on September S.
Lynn opens the season 3-0 for the 13th time in program history. Eight different LU
players have scored 10 goals while the defense has conceded only two goals in its three
matches. The defensive unit of David Benn, Nano Shon, Courtney Rimmer, Lee Poner
and Leon Jackson has allowed only 13 shots on goal (4.3 per game) while keeper Liam
Bull has made 11 saves (.846 save%).
Aorida Tech (1-2-1) heads into Wednesday's match already having gone through a rollercoaster type season. The Panthers opened the season with a S-lloss to then no. 13 Rollins
College. The two-time national champions proceeded to tie no.7 Clayton State 0-0 on
Saturday but fell 2-1 to NCAA Division III opponent Oglethorpe University the following
day. Tech welcomed back two of its top three scorers, Mohammed Al-Sharif and Gerardo
Valerio, but the duo has combined for only one goal and one assist in the team's first four
games. The emergence of keeper Cory Collins has helped the Panthers, as the freshman
has allowed only three goals since entering at the half of the Rollins game.
"Aorida Tech will be an interesting match for us because, although they have many returning players, they have a new coach and a new system in place," said Pendleton, whose
team has gone 8-0 against Aorida Tech with five shutouts since joining the NCAA in
1996. "We •ve been trying to build on our performance from last week so we can get off
to a good stan in the conference season."
Two newcomers have anchored the offensive attack for 18th ranked New York Tech (S0-0). Peter Antionades (nine goals, one assist) and Takuma Korniya (four goals) join
2004 First Team All-Region selection Eduardo Anacleto (three goals, one assist) to form
a dangerous trio up front. The Bears defense, which limited opponents to just over a goal
per game last season, has improved to allow 0.60 goals per game. NYIT has outscored its
opponents 22-3 with two shutouts. This will be the first meeting between Lynn and New
York Tech.
"New York Tech is a very eltperienced team that is loaded with seniors and barely missed
going to the playoffs last season," Pendleton said. "This is a great eltperience for us to
play such a big non-conference team in terms of ranking. They have a great team with a
lot of eltperience, they've staned the season very well and I think this is a team that people
will see in the post-season."

Womens Athlete Of The Week
Theresa Daniels, Senior Volleyball Star
Lynn University senior Theresa Daniels, one of two fouryear players on the Fighting Knights • volleyball team is
ready to lead her team into one of the toughest weeks of
this year's schedule. Putting together one of her finest performances of her career on Saturday with 19 kills and a
career-high .529 attack percentage against Queens, Daniels will look to keep the Knights (4-1) focused as they hit
the road tomorrow, tangling with Palm Beach Atlantic at 7
p.m., in their first of four games in silt days.
"I want to continue being a leader on the coun but not only
in the stats column," Daniels, a Sunrise, Aa. native, said.
"My goal day in and day out is to lead this team everyday at
practice and during games and to make sure they know that
I'm going to give it a hundred percent at all times, which is
just as important to me that racking up kills or digs."
Embarking on one of the best stans in school history, the
Knights will begin at PBA against the Sailfish who boast
a 6-2 record thus far this season. This will be the 14th alltime meeting between the two squads with the Sailfish taking a I0-3 overall record against the Knights.
"It feels great to have some big wins behind us as we head
into this tough week of action, but if we just come into every match with a sense of urgency I feel that we'll be able
to compete at any level," Daniels said.
Traveling to Aorida Gulf Coast on Friday, the Knights
will face the Eagles who made it to the NCAA South Region Semifinals last season. FGCU currently posts a 9-2
overall record while having a 1-0 record on their home
court. This will be just the third all-time meeting between
the two teams, as the Eagles swept a two-game series from
the Knights in 2004. Game time is schedules for 7 p.m in
Ft. Myers.
"Playing on the road is always tough and to come away
with two big wins against two great programs is a realistic
goal for us," Daniels said. "Our confidence level is high
enough to believe in ourselves and that's all that matters
when we play competition of this caliber."
Returning home to the friendly confines of the deHoernle
Center, the Knights will open up their Sunshine State Conference schedule on Saturday against Saint Leo at 4 p.m.
Last season, the Knights split a pair of games with the Lions, pushing their all-time record against the conference
foes to 3-10. Rounding out its hectic week, Lynn will host
Pueno Rico-Mayaguez on Sunday at 12 noon. The Knights
are 1-0 on their home hardwood this season, notching their
home opening victory against Queens in a 3-0 sweep.
'There is always a great feeling associated with playing at
home and in front of our fans and it'll be nice to open up
our conference season with all of their support," Daniels
said. ''This is such an exciting week for us and I'm ready
to lead the way to victory."

---

What did you do on your surruner vacation?

Calendar
On Campus
KAT Java Jam w/ Chris
Cauley
When: 8:00pm
Where: Christine's
Check out: chriscauley.com

Alpha Eta Rho Meeting
When: 7:00pm
Where: San Marco, Military Trail

In response to President
George W. Bush's declaration of Sept. 16 as a day of
prayer and remembrance
for Kattina victims, Lynn
University will host an
ecumenical service at noon
that day on the Student
Center patio.

:\kdia Sdwcluk

"l traveled around Europe with "I went to Paraguay, Uru"I had an awesome time in
my sister and loved Spain!"
guay, and Argentina."
Panama City, Panama!"
-Virginia Couch, Sophomore
-Miguel Michelagnoli. ScphJmn -Jerry Hudak, Junior

"I traveled around Europe and "I visited my friend in HousSouth America. It was a blast!" ton, Texas and got to ride
-George Deschamps, Junior
some horses, woohoo!!"
-Elisa Moreau, Junior

"I went to Colombia and chilled
in lhe Islands of Rosario with
some friends!'

-Luis Romero, Junior

·

On Campus
OaDel T1 Mlmefltbe Day
Memento(R)
Director: Christopher Nolan
American, 200 I, 113 min.
Christopher Nolan, Guy
Pearce, Carrie-Anne Moss,
Joe Pantoliano, Mark Boone
Jr., Stephen Tobolowsky,
Jorja Fox, Callum Keith
Rennie.
A man with short-term
memory loss tries to keep his
life in order while avenging
his wife's murder. Is he being helped, or manipulated,
by the people around him?
Pretentious pap plays with
storytelling
conventions
and juggles "real time," but
adds up to zero (though the
film has many ardent fans).

Excerpted From leonard
Mallin's 2004 Movie &
Video Guide.

Ana Yunes in Far East
Bu-,.,.., Studem Tour
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Recently I had the opportunity to sit down with Ana
Yunes, a 22 year old Lynn
Senior from Guatemala,
who was able to tell me all
about her incredibly summer abroad.
Ana traveled with fellow
business students and Dr.
Berstein this summer for a
20-day Lynn University trip
to Shanghai, Hong Kong,
and Signapore.
Ana, along with the rest of
the group, was able to experience such marvels as
the Great Wall of China,
the Forbidden City, and the
Terra Cotta Soldiers.
Ana told me some of her
most memorable experiences were visiting Citibank,
Tiger Beer headquarters, a
night safari adventure, visits
to many factories, including
a magazine production

company, and to the Salton
Company, producers of the
George Forman Grill.
Ana said she was surprised
to find out that the food in
China is not like the Chinese
food we are used to here in
the United States.
After Ana's interesting trip
with the school to East Asia,
she went back home to Guatemala where she completed
an internship at a bank, and
then set off for another exciting trip with her roommate.
Together the two roommates traveled to the Mayan
Ruins, the Pacific Ocean,
the Caribbean, Antigua. C~
Ionia! City, and Antillean,
where they were able to explore Indian culture and discover local handcrafts.
The last trip Ana took was to
visit friends in Columbia.

Alpha 'Eta Rho Ru:sh Week
AMctx:r1 fro'm-ly Gecn Up
th
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Nick Pentzak, Vice President of Lynn University's
local Alpha Eta Rho chapter
spoke with me about what
Alpha Eta Rho has in store
for the new school year.
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With gas prices increasing
daily it's good to know you
don't need to go all the way
to Miami or Fl Lauderdale
to catch up with the Knight
crew. Every night something's going on locally for
good fun.
Mondays
After a tough start to the
week on Monday, reward
yourself by beading to Delux in Delray for all-night
dancing to the latest music.
Tuesdays
On Tuesdays, head to
Mizner Parle where you're
sure to see at least a dozen
Lynn students grabbing a
taste of relaxation outside
on the patios of Pronzo's
and Gigi's Tavern.
Wedesdays
Wednesday is College Night
just about everywhere, especially at Duffy's with 50
percent off food with your
student ID. And, don't forget about Don Carter's AllStar Lanes famous Quarter
Mania- pay a $12 admission
and everything thereafter is
only a quarter, and I mean
everything: from bowling,
shoe rentals to food and
more.
Thursdays
Thursdays are reserved
for downtown Boca where
there are tons of places to
find L.ynn faces at a few well
known Irish destinations.

First, Nick told me about exactly what Alpha Eta Rho is.
"AER is a nationally recognized ft ying fraternity that is
targeted for the aviation students, and is for both men
and women," said Nick.
Alpha Eta Rho will be teaming up with the local NIFA
chapter for its first meeting
today at 7:00pm.
All existing officers and
members need to attend,
as well as any prospective
members that have an interest in ·aviation.
Contact Nick at
237Fridays
9109 or e-mail him at
T.G.I.F 'cause The Cove
npentzak@email.lynn.edu
bas a spot waiting for you, if
for more info about AER you can fit your way through
and about this week's meetthe crowd of course. Known
ing. And don't forget to keep
for its beautiful people and
the blue side up!
views of the intercoastal, it's
a place guaranteed to start
your weekend off right.
Saturdays
Since its football season,
Saturdays are dedicated to
the Big Game so bead to the
Brewz Room just opened
in Deerfield for dozens of
TV's to catch all the action
and a menu filled with football favorites - and ladies,
they have great deals for
you everyday.

helping lead her high
school, Lake Worth
Christian, to the state
tournament.
"Woodby is another
senior who works
very hard and will be
counted on for her
leadership. I know
she will make great
strides in her second
year with our system.
. .
And although Megan will be on the Sidelines,
she'll greatly benefit from having a year to
study, watch and learn from Jessica."

Over The Net
Voleybal Season Preview
Lynn University's volleyball team is locked and
loaded for the 2005 season after surrounding its
five returnees with the addition of seven new
student-athletes. And with one season already
under head coach Ginny Kelly, the Fighting
Knights hope to unlock their potential and join
the elite of the Sunshine State Conference.
"I think this team has a real possibility of making great strides this season," said Kelly, who
begins her second season at the helm. "Every
player is going to have the chance to start. From
day one, everyone is on the same level and th~
best players are going to start. Everyone on this
team is extremely motivated and brings huge
amounts of intensity, so I think we are going to
surprise some schools this season."
One of the biggest areas of improvement will
be the front line. Returnees Theresa Daniels,
Larissa Witherspoon and Kailen Gonzalez will
be joined by newcomers Carissa Erath, Deidre
Knobeloch, Jessica Lennon and Erin Lyngse.
All four newcomers boast
of 6-0 or
greater, something the
Blue and White have
lacked in the past.
"We've got a lot more
height this year. I didn't
feel we were a strong
blocking team last season, so bringing in these
new girls, I hope to
improve upon that area,"
said Kelly, whose team
blocked only 150 shots
in 2004, the lowest total
since 1999.

Daniels, the Fighting Knights' most improve~
player, will be the key the offense. Her 367 kills
last season ranks as the sixth most in program
history while blocking will really make a difference in our conference and I'm going to look
for Kailen (Gonzalez], whose improved her fitness significantly this summer, to be one of our
leading blockers."
her 821 career kills are third all-time at LU. She
will be counted on for her consistency and senior leadership as an outside hitter. Witherspoon
is another player who has seen improvement in
her overall play. The junior has improved her
defense dramatically, as is evident by her 234
digs in 93 games in 2004 compared to 161 digs
in 122 games in 2003. All of the newcomers can
hit and block, giving the Knights depth on offense and defense. tian, to the state tournament.
''Theresa was a good hitter but now she is a
great, consistent hitter who we're going t~ look
to be one of our 'go-to hitters.' Everyone m volleyball wants to be the go-to hitter and Theresa
can be that person," said Kelly. "I also hope that
Deidre [Knobeloch], who has the most experience in the middle, steps up as a force as a
middle blocker and provides leadership for that
position.
Lynn will have a lot of depth at the setter position with Jessica Woodby returning for her
senior year to quarterback the offense and freshman and First Team All-State member Megan
Bedner joining the squad. Woodby led the team
with 880 assists last season, the fourth most in
program history, and needs only 486 more to
become the program's all-time assists leader.
The Knights will also look to Woodby for her
surprising blocking ability, as the Tenn~ssee
native was tied for second on the team m block
assists, with 30. Bedner, although young, comes
with great club and high school experience after

If Daniels is the key to the offense, then Kelly
Dankert holds the key to the defense. The final
returnee will try and hold down a spot that was
formerly manned by the program's all-time
digs leader Shelby Vollmer. Danke~ has limited
experience as the libero, but the Knights could
get a great return because of her tremendous
potential. Her hard work and dedication could
see her become the next great defensive player
in program history. Incoming freshman Christie
Schade will give her competition though. Although she has limited
·
she
has a huge upside that
the Knights may see in
years to come.
"Kelly went to the
volleyball camp over
the summer to prepare
for this position and I
am confident that she
will be able to handle
her newfound duties,"
Kelly said. "Christie is
young but learned from one of the best and is a
fearless player."
LU embarks on one of its most ambitious
schedules, playing seven teams with NCAA
Tournament experience and four new opponents. The Knights will know right from the
start where they stand, opening at the North
Alabama Tournament which includes NCAA
tournament teams Alabama-Huntsville, Albany
State and North Alabama as well as South
Carolina-Upstate. Not to mention, Lynn plays
in one of the toughest conferences in the nation,
the Sunshine State Conference with defending
NCAA National Champion Barry and tournament teams University of Tampa and Florida
Southern.
"All four teams we start off with are strong
teams that will give us an indication of where
we are. Then we come back to play against
Palm Beach Atlantic, which is beginning to bud
into a great rivalry," Kelly said. "Our conference schedule is always tough but we played
very well against Barry last season, better th~
a lot of team's played against them and the g!Tls
who returned have more confidence heading
into this season against those types of teams."

- - - -
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JobHunting

On Campus

Hann1fan Center
Here To Help

Hurricane Katrina
Ecumencial Servke

Looking for a job or internship? The Hannifan Center
for Career Development &
Internships is here 10 help. •.
online!

When: 12:00 pm
Where: Student Center Patio

Kni&hts at Muvico
40 Year Old Virgin"
When: 7:00pm
Where: Security Shack
Last Day to Addfl)n)p
Last Day to Submit a
FRAG Application

~WbeD pooplc cbew

wilh

"WWlCCIIhe law•- wake:
me up i.e cbe IPOOiiDp.•
-T1111 Denies, Seaiar

,cbtlr mouth open.~
..Jaynw _Scac:ey, Selliar

Check out https://www.myinterfase.com/lynn/student/
for job listings and internship opportunities!
Visit the Hannifan Center in
the newly renovated Trinity building for further career and internship help and
guidance.

Saturday Events
Cheerleadlng Tryouts
When: 10:00 am
VolleybaU Game
When: 4:00 pm

Sunday Eyents

"~ tbat:loiiORI wbik

VoUeyball Game
When: 12:00 pm

rmaylu! lOgo toalccp."

Mens Soccer Game
When: 4:00 pm

l\Itdia Schedule
On Campus
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It has been
a
trying
a..-171 MIMecitbe Dlly
time for all
Tootsie (PO)
- students,
Director: Sydney Pollack
faculty and
staff - as we
American, 1982, 116 min.
dealt with
Dustin Hoffman, Jessica a national
Lange, Terri Garr, Dabney ~y at
Coleman, Charles Durning, the onset of the academic
Bill Murray, Sydney Pollack, year. 1 want ro thank you for
George Gaynes, Geena Da- your dedication ro Lynn and
vis, Estelle Getty, Christine for your overwhelming spirit
Ebersole.
of generosity and caring during this time.
Smashing c:omcdy about an As the devastation from Hurobnoxious NY actor who firicane Katrina rises 10 the
nally lands a job--ilisguised
lOp of the national agenda,
as a woman--and soon finds
I am proud that you - the
himself a better person feLynn University community
male than he ever was male!
Farcial premise becomes to- - have joined the nation and
tally credible thanks to razor- the world in an expression of
sharp script. fine direction, support for the victims, their
and superlative performances families, the thousands of volall around - including direc- unteers and those local, state
tor Pollack's as Hoffman's and federal officials dealing
with this catastrophic event
harried agent
Lange won Best Supporting For students who have been
affected by Katrina, the uniActress Oscar.
versity is offering counseling
&cerpted from Leonard
services on a walk-in basis.
Mallin's 2004 Movie &
The Counseling Center is
Vid•o Guide.

located in Student Services
on the first floor of E.M. Lynn
Residence Hall. The phone
number is (S61) 237-72'J7.
The Knights of the Round
Table, the premier student
leadership organization on
campus. held a fundraiser for
Katrina victims during student orientation. Lynn University matched the funds
and donated the money 10 the
American Red Cross.
Lynn University students who
wish 10 get invol~ in supporting the relief effort should
contact Margaux Manley in
Student Activities at (S61)
237-7153, or visit the Student Activities Office on the
secood floor of the Student
Center.
In addition, Lynn University
is offering temporary admission 10 those academically
qualified students from South
Aorida whose education was
disrupted by Katrina
The special admission provides a merit-based academic
scholarship of $4,000 per semester. Students are enrolled
in classes on a space-available
basis. The university is working individually with affected
students 10 streamline the

the application process and
help them secure additional
financial aid as needed. The
drop-add period ends Sept
16 for daytime undergraduate
students. For further information, please contact Brett Ormandyat

policy as it relates ro national
and international crises; and
Dr. Ernest Vendrell, who
teaches courses in public administration, public policy,
and the political and social
dimensions of disaster in our
Emergency Planning programs.
The event is free and also open
ro your family, friends and
colleagues. To amend, please
RSVP no later than Sept 19
by calling (561) 237-7200 or
e-mailing jlounders@lynn.
edu.
In addition, the first concert of
the season by the Lynn University Conservatory Philharmonia al 7:30 p.m. on Friday, Oct 7, at Spanish River
Church will benefit victims
of Katrina. The concert features violinist Nelson Hsieh,
winner of the 2005 Young
Musicians Competition for
Strings. TICkets are $25 and
can be pwthased by calling
(S61) 237-9000 ore-mailing
tickets@ lynn.edu.

(S61) m-7836.
The university also is reaching out 10 students, faculty
and staff with a series of tltree
events in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina
Lynn University will host a
panel discussion on Tuesday,
Sept 20, at 2:30 p.m. in the
Amarnick-Goldstein Hall.
"Hurricane Recovery: Too
Little, Too Late?" will be
moderated by Dr. Marcheta
Wright, associate professor in
the College of Arts and Sciences. Panelists include: Dr.
Anna Krift, assistant professor
of international relations who
wrote her 1998 dissertation
on governmental response ro
Hurricane Mitch's devastation in Central America; Earle
and BarlJara Scarlett, scholars
in-residence whose careers Sincerely,
with the U.S. Foreign Service
collectively bring more than
fifty years' experience in di- Donald E. Ross
plomacy and government
President
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On The Road Again
Womens Soccer Team TrtM!k To Temessee

on their home field. We are gpomg to have our
hands full but we feel like we can create some
changes and play with them."

Carson-Newman will be meeting LU for the first
Despite starting its first road ttip on a sour note,
time when the two teams play on Sunday. The
Lynn University's women's soccer team is hop·Lady Eagles advanced to the national semifinals
ing to pull off some upsets when it travels to
last season and return all II starters from that
Tennessee this weekend. The Fighting Knights
team. Top scorer Rebecca Angus, who scored
travel to Lincoln Memorial (fourth in the South
18 goals in 2004, is off to a fast start already
Region) on Friday, September 16 at 5 pm ET and
four goals and two assists. Leslie Marcouiller
no. 23 Carson-Newman on Sunday, September
has surprised many with her quick start as the
18 at 2:30pm ET. The Blue and White, 3-3-0
sophomore has already tallied a team leading six
overall, are I Oth in the South Region.
goals and 13 points.

Another W'm for Lynn
Men's Socx:er Blows Out Florida Tecla

Out to make an imposing statement in its first
Sunshine State Conference match of the season,
Lynn University's men's soccer team did just
that, blowing out Florida Tech 8-0 on Wednesday afternoon. The win also marked the largest margin of victory against the Panthers in
program history. William Young led the charge
for the Fighting Knights, recording his first career multi-goal game to go along with three assists while Lee Paul Scroggins notched his sec"Our players are definitely disappointed by their
ond multi-goal game of the season. The fourth
"Carson-Newman plays a very exciting style of
ranked Knights improve to 4-0 on the season and
lack of consistency over the past weekend but
soccer which I am very excited about matching
1-0 in the sse.
we all know that we are capable of putting toup against," Orezzoli said. "This is a difficult
gether a solid 90 minutes like we've done in our
roadttip for us but after last weekend I think our
"This sends a nice message out to the conference
three wins," said head coach Rocky Orezzoli.
players have something to prove.
that we have a pretty good team," said head coach
"I'm going to be looking for our core group of
Shaun Pendleton. "We still obviously can make
defenders, Melanie Haraldson, Becca McCray,
The Knights return home Wednesday, SeptemAdrianne Peterson and Rachel Andreozzi, to
improvements but we stalled off nicely with a
ber 21 at 4pm against St. Thomas before hitting
couple of early goals. We're playing everyone
step up and set the tone early."
the road for another two games.
so the team is going to gain in experience and as
a coach that is important to me. Overall I'm very
The Knights will look to move to 3-0 all-time
against Lincoln Memorial (3-1-0). The last time
pleased with the result and I'm very pleased with
where we're heading."
the two teams met was in 2000 when LU defeated LMU 4-1. The Lady Railsplitters are a much
Lynn returns to action on Sunday, September 18
different team though, having won the South Reat 4 pm when it hosts 14th ranked New York Ingion in 2004, advancing to the Elite Eight of the
stitute of Technology. This will be the first meetNCAA Tournament. This year's squad returns
ing between the two teams. As always follow
12 players including 2004 Gulf South Conferthe Knights games live by logging on to www.
ence Freshman of the Year Heloisa de Oliveira.
lynn.edu/athletics and clicking on the "live auNewcomer Danielle Dos Santos will need to be
dio" and "live stats" link.
closely watched as the freshman leads the Railsplitters with five goals and II points in four
games.
"LMU was a Elite Eight team last year and
they've got some great players that have improved their team and made them more explosive," said Orezzoli. "They are very difficult

What is your favorite quote?

Calendar

Fashion Files
That's Hot

On Campus

1.

Knights' care
When: .5:30-7:30 pm
Where: Ritter Courtyard
What Coffee service for
evening students.

\il'clia Schedule
<llamd77MIMeoClbeDay
McCabe & Mrs. Miller
Director: Roben Altman
Western, 1971
A haunting, poetic antiWestern based on the 19.59
novel by Edmund Naughton,
Roben Altman's MCCABE
AND MRS. MILLER is a
deeply moving motion picture about love and the pursuit of wealth in 19th-century America.
John McCabe (Warren Beatty), a determined businessman with a mysterious
past, settles in the small
Northwestern town of Presbyterian Church and opens
up a saloon and brothel.
Soon after, the brothel's
madam, an Englishwoman
named Constance Miller
(Julie Christie), arrives and
forms a partnership with
McCabe in order to manage the brothel's business
affairs.

McCabe has trouble ex:pressing his true feelings
to Mrs. Miller, with whom
he has fallen in love; she, in
turn, relies on opium to distract her from her personal
sorrows.
After a powerful company
arrives and offers to buy out
McCabe's property, his stubborn refusal ends up jeopardizing his life, resulting in a
showdown with three hired
killers in the middle of a
freak blizzard.

I'

What's Hot
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"Sometimes you win, sometimes
you lose, sometimes it rains."

"Lire is something !hal happens
while malting other pl11115."

"Is it in yoa?"

-Jimmy Bacon, Senior

-Joe Roselli. Sophomon:

would be no need ror tomorrow."

"'ason."

shouldn't be arraid or doing it"

-Emilee Fitzpatrick, Freshman

-KayIa Gish, Freshman

-Rob Bedard, Sophom=

The stars are leading the
packwithhighcowboy boots
which have been linked to
Jessica Simpson's look on
the new movie "Dukes Of
Hazzard." Other hot shoes
right now are pumps with
an open toe, which are perfect for your favorite pair of
jeans or even a fun dress.

RopcriwiBy M1a Jaaol.

Surf's Up!
Fkn.xo Domnates Wave>
I)\ \1

I

"I~ l1 \._"

Kristen Filauro is a Lynn
University student who had
an interesting summer ex:perience that she is willing
to share.
Kristen is a 20-year-old Junior from Westchester, NY,
majoring in Fashion Management.

Kristen was also lucky
enough to travel Hawaii and
ex:plore its surfing lux:uries.
She visited the three of the
most well-known beaches
and surfed the waters of
North Shore and Waikiki
Beach, which are on Oahu
and Ho' okipa Beach Park on
the North Shore of Maui.

Perhaps the most interesting part of Kristen's summer was that she was able
to surmount these beaches
Kristen has a passion for alongside her mother, who
the ocean and learned to is just as skilled a surfer as
surf two years ago. Kristen Kristen. •
has spent the past two years
dominating the traitorous
waves.

This summer, Kristen traveled to multiple "surfer's
paradises" all over the
world. Not only did Kristen
conquer Florida waves, but
she also traveled to Australia's Gold Coast

Beatty, as the lovesick McCabe, and Christie, who
was nominated for an Os- The Gold Coast is one of
car as the hard-nosed Mrs. Australia's leading holiday
Miller, deliver heartfelt and playgrounds, with 70 kiconvincing performances. •
lometers of sun-stretched
&.mrpled From Yahoo/ Mooies beaches.

"Hurricane Recovery: Too
Little, Too Late?" will be
moderated by Dr. Marcheta
Wright, associate professor
in the College of Arts and
Sciences. Panelists include:
Dr. Anna Krift, assistant
professor of international
relations who wrote her
1998 dissertation on governmental response to Hurricane Mitch's devastation
in Central America; Earle
and Barbara Scarlett, scholars in-residence whose careers with the U.S. Foreign
Service bring ex:perience
in diplomacy and government policy as it relates to
national and international
crises; and Dr. Ernest Vendrell, who teaches courses
in public administration,
public policy, and the political and social dimensions of
disaster in our Emergency
Planning programs at Lynn.

Wbat'sNot
Sorry for all of you big
shades lovers, but it's time
to pack those ski goggleesque sunglasses away and
move on to smaller frames.
Smaller sunglasses will be
hitting the sheIves soon.
Bonus: These sunglasses
are not only highly fashionable, but they allow others
to actually see your facial
features! •

RSVP To: Joyce Lounders
Phone: (561) 237-7200
Email: jlounders@lynn.edu

Edia:::r. Jena Zalllay. Spxa Bdilor. M.wricio Boccro. Sratr: BriUM)' Bi.aowu.. David Hunter, Michal Jacobi. Adam Lambert. laa Nes.m.. Vu:ty PolDer, M. . Shant~. Ebia Stnbcrland. Cuoliaa S.:a. FIICUky Advitor. My'-a Ll.ktwi1

Highly touted freshman Jean Alexandre, Lee
Porter and Kenneth Viquez should contribute
right away.
"This is an area that needs the most work during the pre-season," said Pendleton. "Our midfield has the potential to be the strongest part of
the team. The unknown quality though is how
well our new playen adjust to the system we employ."
The
Knights
will have one of
the top scoring
tandems in the
conference with
the return of Andrew Hirst and
Carl Wallace.

Over The Net
Volleyball Season Preview
Although Lynn UniVCJ:liity's title defense
fell short last season,
the 2004 squad still
managed to win its
second consecutive
Sunshine State Conference Tournament
title. With the return
of some key play=
and the addition of
several new playen,
the 2005 Fighting Knights are poised to return
to the NCAA Tournament and make a run for its
fourth National Championship.

"We have a fantastic group of keepen heading into
the season," said
Pendleton. "Both
of our returning
, playerli have a tremendous amount
of experience but
I'm confident that
any one of these
three could start
for us."

Hirst, who only
two years ago
led the team and
the sse in scoring with 19 goals and 39 points, returns after
earning Third-Team All-America honon as the
squad's central defender in 2004. Wallace led the
team in scoring with 14 goals and 32 points. Junior-transfer WLlliam Young and freshman Richard Legg will also vie for time up-front
"We have a very strong returning class that is
aided by All-American Andrew Hirst and Carl
Wallace," Pendleton said. "Our new recniits will
only add depth to a dangerous rotation."

The Blue and White needs just seven more wins

to reach the 350 victory milestone while Pendleton needs only three more wins for 250 vicThe backbone of tories while at Lynn. Carl Wallace trails Jakob
any good team, the Lorentzon by eight game-winning goals for the
Fighting Knights program's all-time lead while Liam Bull needs
will again jumble their defense. LU returns one 54 saves this year to move into second place allstarter, David Benn, loses Andrew Hirst (returning to forward) and welcomes back central defender Leon Jackson. Speed and toughness out"We have a good returning class, a good core to line a defense that should dramatically improve
surround a quality recruiting class of which there from last season. Newcomen Courtney Rimmer,
are several potential starten," said head coach Andrew Dickson and Nano Short will be looked
Shaun Pendleton, who has the best winning per- upon to make an early impact
centage in NCAA Division U history. "Plus, our
schedule will allow us to competitive on a na- "Our defense is definitely helped by the return
tional level."
of Leon Jackson," Pendleton said. "The addition
Liam Bull returns as the Knights primary netminder. The junior set career-highs for games
played/started, saves and shutouts while tying
his career-high in wins. Although he heads into
the season as the incumbent starter, he will be
pushed hard by senior Kevin Street and freshman Alessandro Salvatore.

of Courtney Rimmer will also help us solidify
some of the weaknesses and mis-matches we encountered last season."

Traditionally one of the strengths of the men's
soccer team should be no different this season.
First-Team All-SSC selection Lee Paul Scroggins returns to anchor a midfield that returns
Chris Knox and SSC All-Tournament selection
Street has appeared in 32 games over the tint Hiroshi Ando.
three years and is no stranger to big-time competition, having started the National Championship Knox was one of five playen to appear in every
game for LU in 2003. Salvatore is a two-time game last season while Ando started the season's
All-District and Defensive MVP from Texas that final six games and notched a pair of assists in
can use his size to his advantage.
the SSC Tournament

-
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What do you think about Tropic-a.l Storm Rita?

TopTLmes
New CD Releases

On Campus
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Panel Discussion
Hurricane Recovery: Too
Utt/e, Too Late?

BonJovl
"Have a Nice Day"
Paul wan
''The People's Champ"
Disturbed
"Ten Thousand Fists"
Paul VanDyk
'Th:: POOtics ofDm:ing, \bL Z'

When: 2:30pm-3:30pm
Where: Amamidc-Goldsll:in Hall
Student Government Meeting
When: 7:00pm
Where:TBA

· 1·, not too worried about South

--

Florida, I'm more worried about
the Gull Hurricane parties!"

:\kdia Schedule
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Modem Times
Director: Charlie Chaplin
American, 1936, 87 min

I

"I'm in a state of denial that
il's anything threatening."

"It's inevitable. Be prepared. I'm prepared."

"Last year was more serious. I'm not too worried."

-Carol Wa1sc11, Facul!y Member

-Miguel Plopschi

-John Sposato

Rroporled 9y lolr Nalar!o
Playing a tramp struggling
to survive in a modem inCauley is No "Fish Out of Water''
dustrial society, Charlie
Musician Jams Out Christine's lost Thursday
Chaplin created with MODfh \ld,L' l,l~t~''
ERN TIMES, one of the
most elaborate cinematic
critiques of the effects of
mass production on 20th
century life. With his usual
charm and bad luck, Charlie
Chaplin's most famous character The Tramp, executes
some of his most famous
slapstick routines around
massive/glorified machines,
accidentally ends up in the
middle of a communist rally, and falls in love with a
street waif played by Chap- The first KAT Java Jam was Out of Water," was released
lin's then real-life partner held last Thursday night a few weeks ago and is
Paulette Goddard.
at Christine's. The show available at most major mufeatured Chris Cauley, the sic retailers, as well as on
number one booked artist iTunes.
on the college circuit. Saxo- Lynn's first KAT Java Jam
phone player Jordan Shal- was a success, boasting a
houp accompanied Chris. talented musician and an
The duo is originally from enthusiastic crowd.
Atlanta, and is currently in The next KAT Java Jam
the middle of an East coast will be held on September
tour.
21 at 7:00 pm on the StuCauley and Shalhoup kicked dent Center Patio and will
off the night with a cover feature Grammy Nominated
from Stevie Wonder, an artist "Locos Por Juana."
idol of Cauley's who helped
shape his musical and vocal For upcoming events be
sure to pick up your daily
Excerpted From Yohool Mov· style.
ies ond Video Guide Online
Cauley's new CD, "Fish
iPulse. •

a

Rita Aims South
lynn Unrvcr,ny Remarns Open

Lynn University is open and
all classes will be held as
scheduled today.
The current storm track for
Tropical Storm Rita is expected to pass well to the
south of Boca Raton and
Lynn University. The university is prepared to secure the campus and ensure
the safety of our students,
should weather conditions
change.
The university will continue
to update this Web site as
information becomes available. If you have any additional questions or concerns,
please call (561)237-7245.•
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Desperate Housewives (NR)
All is not as it seems on
Wisteria Lane, the pristinely
manicured suburban setting
of television's hottest primetime soap. Throughout the
course of the show's wildly
popular debut season, each
woman faces her fair share
of drama and does her part
in helping to uncover a mystery that goes deeper than
anyone can imagine.

The Longest Yard (PG-13)
The story of pro quarterback Paul Crewe (Sandler)
and former college champion and coach Nate Scarboro (Reynolds), who are
doing time in the same prison. Asked to put together
a team of inmates to take
on the guards, Crewe enlists the help of Scarboro to
coach the inmates to victory
in a football game "fixed" to
tum out quite another way.
Robots(PG)

Set on a world populated
entirely by robots, this is
the story of a young genius,
Rodney (Ewan McGregor),
who wants to make robots
capable of making the world
a better place, but he finds
his dream challenged by a
corporate tyrant and a master inventor, Big Weld (Mel
Brooks), while also being
seduced by a sexy corporate
robot, Cappy (Halle Berry).
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Ladv Knights Volley to Victory
Volleyball Teem Wins Two Consecutive Games, Still Undefeated at Home

Lynn vs Saint Leo
The Lynn University volleyball
team battled its way to a 3-2 victory over Saint Leo on Saturday at
the deHoernle Center in its- opening
Sunshine State Conference match.
The Fighting Knights (5-3, I~)
won the first game 30-24 before
Saint Leo (3-8, 1-1) took game two
30-25. Fighting back, the Knights
were victorious 30-22 in the third set
as the Lions evened up the match in
the fourth game with a 30-25 win.
Both teams battled point-for-point,
before the Knights closed out the
conference win 17-15.
Senior Theresa Daniels led all players with 18 kills to go along with 15
digs, for her fourth double-double
of the season. After a career day
at Florida Gulf Coast last night, junior Larissa Witherspoon put away
17 kills, while collecting 15 digs
for her third double-double performance of the year. Lynn's defense
was anchored by freshman libero
Christie Schade as she had a gamehigh 19 digs.
"It's always good to start the conference season with a victory. We
know that we need to continue to
step up our game, especially against
the tough competition in the sse
throughout the rest of the season,"
Daniels said.
Joining Daniels and Witherspoon
in double-digit kills, freshman Erin
Lyngse do so as well for the sixth
straight game, finishing with 13
kills. Lyngse also had a career-high
six service aces, while knocking
down three blocks. Senior Jessica
Woodby continued to step up as the
leader on the court as she dished up
52 assists and tallied 14 digs in her
second consecutive double-double
performance.
Four different players had 10-plus
kills for the Lions at the net, as Erin
Oberlin had a team-high 16 kills

and recorded II digs. Audrey
Starkebaum finished 15 kills as
Kristen Mondientz put together a
14 kill, seven block performance.
Shanna King added 13 kills with
a .367 attack percentage. Libero
Nikki Prack led the Lions' defense
with 18 digs.
"We really need to finish out the
week with a win tomorrow because
we've had a tough week. Our aches
and pains could be a downfall, but
we'll show our heart with every
point that we battle," Daniels said.

Lynn vs PR-Mayaguez
The Lynn University volleyball
team put together a come-frombehind rally to overpower Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez this afternoon with
a 3-2 victory. The Fighting Knights
(6-3) had a record-breaking match
as they remain undefeated at home
this season, with a 3~ record in the
deHoernle Center. Losing the first
game 28-30, the Knights tied up the
match in the second set with a 3028 victory. Regaining the lead, the
Janes took game three with a 30-27
win, before the Knights took the final two games 30-26 and 15-6.
Playing a solid defensive game at
the net, the Knights knocked down
18 total team blocks, breaking the
previous record of 12 set in 200 I
against Nova Southeastern.
Offensively, the Knights saw an

impressive
performance
from freshman
Erin
Lyngse
as
she had a career-high 21
kills and a
career-high
12 digs, for
her second
consecutive
double-double. Lyngse also had a
career-high five blocks in the winning effort.
"We played very well today and
showed a lot of heart. This was
our fourth game in six days, and we
came to battle today as we fought
hard on every point Our strength
and mental focus proved to be the
key as we pulled through in the
end," Lyngse said.
For the sixth time this season, senior
Theresa Daniels put up a team-best
kill total, finishing with 23 today.
In her fifth double-double performance of the year and third consecutive, Daniels had 17 digs. Also,
putting together a career-day, junior
Larissa Witherspoon collected a career-best 22 digs, leading the team's
defensive efforts in the back row.
As the Knights general on the floor,
senior setter Jessica Woodby dished
up 65 assists, tying her career-high
total. She also dug out 15 balls in
the back row for her third doubledouble of the season and second
consecutive performance, while
also knocking down four blocks.
Sophomore Deirdre Knobeloch and
junior Carissa Erath both finished
the match with seven total blocks
apiece, setting a new career-high
for each.
Raiza Vazguez led Puerto RicoMayaguez with 17 kills and 14 digs,
as Brenda Ortiz knocked down 15
kills and recorded a game-high
eight blocks.
The Knights return to the hardwood
next Friday, September 23 as they
battle with Sunshine State Conference foe Eckerd. Lynn will
I look
to remain
unbeaten in the
friendly confines
of the deHoernle
Center, as the
match is set to be gin at 7 pm.

ennis Team Triumphs
Chanpionship Tilles Awarded to lym

The Lynn University men's and
women's tennis teams picked up
three different championship titles
today at the Florida Southern Fall
Quad, its opening tournament of the
fall season. The Fighting Knights
began the day with a women's double title as senior Dragana Ilic and
sophomore Victoria Weltz, 2005
ITA All-Americans, defeated their
own teammates newcomers Alexandra Sshunk and Leigh Shelton by
the score of 8-3.
In women's singles, the Knights
got another first place victory from
Schunk who met up with teammate Weltz in the finals, as she prevailed 6-4, 6-3. Ilic finished third
in the second flight of singles with
a victory over Rollins' Bernal with
the score of 6-1, 6-l. Shelton also
ended the day victorious with a fifth
place finishing taking down Florida
Tech's Rohrbach ~. 6-l.
On the men's side, the only match
of the finals that featured Lynn was
a 7-5, 6-2 victory by junior Dennis
Riegraf as he knocked off his own
teammate Jan Macko in the championship match.
The Knights
will
now
gear
up
for
the
ITA Small
College
Regional
Championships next
weekend
at Florida
Gulf Coast.
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Cribs & \Vhips

what do you look for in a f!PYI girl?

lynn's Hottest
j)

Activities Fair
When: 11:00 am· 1:00pm
Where: Student Center
Knightly News Meeting
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Main Studio
Women's Soccer Game
When: 4:00 pm
Where: Soccer Field

"Blonde hair and green
eyes."

"Have 10 be funny, good looking
and lall dark and handsome."

•

"Not to be superficial!"

\

~I

'

c

Featured in this week's
Cribs and Whips are Stephanie Levine's and your
weekly writer of "Cribs &
Whips" herself, Vicky Posner's, apartment located in
the beautiful Citation Club
Apartment Complex in Delray Beach, Aorida.
Vicky and Stephanie have
been friends since their
Freshman year at Lynn three
years ago, and moved in together for their final year together at Lynn University.

Locos Poc Juana Band
When: 7:00pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio

l\-lectia Schl'clulc
On Campus
Olamel T1 Mrrieflthe Day
Adaptation
Director: Spike Jonze
American, 2002, 114 min

"Good personality, cute,
intelligent and caring."

Charlie Kaufman writes -Brett Glattman, Junior
the way he lives... With
Great Difficulty. His Twin
Brother Donald Lives the
way he writes ... with foolWorld Traveler
ish abandon. Susan writes
Antonio Dotoli
about life... But can't live it.
H\ \1
" I ,T,\_
John's life is a book... Waiting to be adapted. One story... Four Lives... A million
ways it can end.

-Joe Feriola, Senior

The study tour was also welcomed into Antonio's home
for a traditional dinner.

. He stayed there for 10 days
with his cousins and experienced what most consider
some of the most amazing
nightlife in Europe.
After returning, Antonio
embarked on a road trip
traveling around Europe.

..

Antonio Dotoli is a 22 yearold Junior from Naples, Italy. Part of Antonio's family
resides in Naples, and part
of his family lives in South
Africa.

On his journey he visited
Como, Luxemburg, Berlin,
Amsterdam and many other
cities.
Antonio spent the last two
weeks of his vacation relaxing on the Amalfi Coast and
on the island of Capri.

Many dream of taking vacations to these exotic places,
fortunate enough to spend and Atonio is one of those
some time visiting one of lucky enough to visit these
Antonio's family's olive oil places, and to even call
factories, which is called
some of them "home." •

E.di\Or: kna bbay. Sports: M~io Bo~e:ro. SW'C: BritUUiy Bialowu. David Hunter,

Schalady J\cada:nic Year
Sc holar !~e~dent PrcgJar:1t~'r 1>

While the study tour was
visiting with Antonio's family, Antonio was in Ibiza.

~

Excerpted From Yahoo! Mov·
ies Online and the Internet
Movie Oat<Jbase Online

-Ashley Pasqualone, Junior

Vesuvio Estates.

llcrJl S1neJ1
Cb.rta Cooper

Adaptation.

"Penonality and someone that
takes care of themselves."

Aoporlad By IHiany sa:.-

The academy award nominated creators of Being
John Malkovich take you
on another head trip. Starring Nicolas Cage, Meryl
Streep, Chris Cooper, and
Tilda Swinton, this is a fascinating "adaptation" of the
off-beat book "The Orchid
Thief.•

J'icol..,

"Personality and humor."

Mich~~~r:l

Inaugurating the Scholar-InResidence Program for the
academic year, the College
of Arts and Sciences welcomed distinguished foreign
diplomats Earle and Barbara Scarlett to the university
on Monday. Throughout
this week, the Scarlett's will
be on campus providing informative presentations to
Lynn University students
and faculty alike.
This year each academic
unit will host a scholar.
This division College ofArts
and Sciences will be hosting
two additional scholars:
l.Curator of Education at
the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museums, Dr. Cynthia Kasee,
Nov. 14-18
2.Mr. Jerry Fowler, lecturer
and Staff Director of the
Committee on Conscience,
US Holocaust Museum,
Feb. 7- 9-

The hot car this week is a
Lexus RX300 rollin' on dubs
(a.lc.a. on 20-inch rims).
Be sure to read the iPulse
next Wednesday for another
edition of Cribs & Whips. •

J111.."0ba. Adam. l.&mbert., Jan Nahanaa. Vd;y Posner, Man. ShaMli. Ehi'-a Sutha'tllld. C:Witll Suar.z. F~~:ulty AdvUor: Myles Lu4wil

Players Play On
New lntromurol Sports PrOgram
By: M:Juricio Boc=

Shade Casts Shadow Over Opponents
Defense Leader Hopes to Keep Volleyball Team'sConfidence High

Campus players now have an opportunity to show their stuff at lacrosse,
soccer, ice hockey, flag football and
golf on an intramural level.

Under the coordination of Roni
Zavlodaver, the Club and Intramural Sports program gives students
who aren't part of a varsity team the
chance to compete and enjoy themselves.
The requirements to join the program: have fun, a positive attitude
and a smile.

'"The Club Sports can and will be as
good and successful as the students
themselves want them to be,~ Zavlodaver said.

"We have all come together and
tried to stay focused through a very
tough week last week, playing four
matches in six days. These two
matches this weekend are against
some of the toughest competition
in the conference and the country
which make them very important
because we've been working so
hard day in and day out,~ Schade
said.

Lynn University freshman Christie
Schade hopes to help keep the volleyball team's confidence high as
they embark on a two-game homestand with Sunshine State Conference rivals Eckerd and Tampa this
weekend. The Fighting Knights
(6-3, I.{}) battled out two five-game
matches this weekend to remain
unbeaten on their home court with
wins over Saint Leo and Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez.
Leading the
team's defensive efforts, Schade
has started all nine matches for the
Knights as the libero.
"I believe that my job as the libero
is not only to lead the defensive,
but it's also to be the gel that keeps
the team together on every point,"
Schade said. "Because I'm on the
back row, every time I have the
chance to dig a ball or make a pass
on the defensive end, it leads into a
chance for our offense to do something big.~

Have any suggestions? You can Leading the team with 155 total
propose the addition of a sport or digs and 4.7 digs per game, Schade
has also positioned herself in the
activity nOI: currently offered.
Sunshine State Conference leader
Sign up or get more informa- board, placing third in the league.
tion during the Activities Fair on Along with Schade, seniors Theresa
Sept. 21. There is also a sign-up Daniels and Jessica Woodby, junior
sheet at the Fitness Center locat- Larissa Witherspoon and freshman
ed in the old Lynn residence hall, Erin Lyngse all have etched their
or you can contact Zavlodaver at name in the top of the sse.
rzavlodaver@lynn.edu
Daniels, the Knights leading offensive player, has knocked down 152
total kills through nine matches this
season with an sse high 4.61 kills
per game. Close behind Daniels in
the kills leader board, Witherspoon
totals 135 and 3.68 per game thus
far this season in the third spot in
the league, as Lyngse sits in the
sixth hole with 3.44 kills per game
collecting 117 all together.

With the victory against Saint Leo,
Lynn opened up its conference
portion of its schedule for the first
Generating the bulk of the Knights' time on the winning side. With a
offense, Woodby leads the SSC in 3-0 record at home this season, the
assists per game with 12.79. The Knights have their best home record
setter from McDonald, Tenn. has in program history as they look to
dished up 435 total assists in 34 push to 5..{) this weekend. Not an
games.
easy task, Lynn will begin their
quest against Eckerd at 7 p.m. on
"We have all come together and Friday as the Tritons have jumped
tried to stay focused through a very out to a stellar start of the season
tough week last week, playing four at 8-4 overall and 2-1 in league acmatches in six days. These two tion. Eckerd leads the conference
matches this weekend are against in defense as they have held their
some of the toughest competition opponents to a league-low . 148 hitin the conference and the country ting percentage and have knocked
which make them very important down a league-high 2.92 blocks per
because we've been working so game. This will be the 17th all-time
hard day in and day out,~ Schade meeting between the Tritons and
said.
the Knights as Eckerd holds an 11-5
advantage.
Daniels, the Knights leading offensive player, has knocked down 152 After the Tritons visit to Boca Ratotal kills through nine matches this ton, the Knights will host Tampa,
season with an sse high 4.61 kills the seventh-ranked program in the
per game. Close behind Daniels in country. The Spartans were prethe kills leader board, Witherspoon season picked to finish second in
totals 135 and 3.68 per game thus the sse with four first place votes
far this season in the third spot in as they have jumped out to an imthe league, as Lyngse sits in the pressive 11-2 start. The Knights are
sixth hole with 3.44 kills per game in search of their first-ever victory
collecting 117 all together.
against Tampa in the 17th meeting
between the squads.
Daniels, the Knights leading offensive player, has knocked down !52 "Being a freshtotal kills through nine matches this man, I've never
season with an sse high 4.61 kills played against eiper game. Close behind Daniels in ther one of these
the kills leader board. Witherspoon teams so the intotals 135 and 3.68 per game thus timidation factor
far this season in the third spot in is nonexistent for
the league, as Lyngse sits in the me," Schade said.
sixth hole with 3.44 kills per game "This is a whole
collecting 117 all together.
new season and we
all have new, fresh
Generating the bulk of the Knights • attitudes every sinoffense, Woodby leads the SSC in gle match. We are
assists per game with 12.79. The ready for the highsetter from McDonald, Tenn. has level of competition that awaits us
dished up 435 total assists in 34 and I want to contribute both as a
games.
player and leader all weekend.~.
Today and YesteR!ay's VoUeyball Photos Taken By Sruah Gteco

What clubs are you interested in at Lynn? ·
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KAT Lunch Jam with Jeff
When: 11:00 am-1:30pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio
Tbe Rubber Bowl
When: 7:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria Stage
What: Game show and safer sex education program.
International Aft'airs Society Meeting

"I think the Latin American Soci-

"I want to be in the sorority
Tri Sigma!"

"I want to be a Tri Sigma,
too!"

the same time, so the Yop club."

"I think I want the whole
experience of Psi Chi."

"The Volleyball club, definitely!"

-Lainie Cataltano, Freshman

-Nicole Walsh, Junior

-Zouheir Beirdoun, Freshman

ety Orpnization (LASO) sounds
like it will be a lot offun."

-Elias

Junior

When: 5:30 pm
Where: RamB. 2111Fkxrlbsy

I\ltdia Schccluk
On Campus
Ommel77 Mowie~tbe Day
The Usual Suspects (R)
Director: Bryan Singer
American, 1995, 105 min

"I like 10 relax and exercile at

~By fJpia s.M.rland

A Student Welcome
Lynn's Beneliool Changes
II\

Director Bryan Singer's
labyrinthine crime drama
centers on five career criminals (played by Gabriel Byrne, Kevin Spacey, Benicio
DelToro, Kevin Pollak, and
Stephen Baldwin) who meet
after being rounded up for a
standard police line-up.
Upon their release, the men
band together to pull off an
intricate heist involving $3
million worth of emeralds.
Their success brings them to
the attention of the enigmatic Keyser Soze, an unseen,
nefarious, and mythic underworld crime figure who
coerces them into pulling
off an important and highly
dangerous job.
The scenes tbat follow make
"The Usual Suspects" one of
the most fascinating crime
thrillers incinema history.•
Excerpted From Yahoo! Mo.,.
ier Online Guide
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to our new students, and welcome back returning students from what
we hope was a wonderfulsummer break. For those of
you returning, it will be great
to see you again, both in our
classes and around campus.
For our new students, I eagerly looking forward to a
successful year here at Lynn
University.
As you begin this academic
year, you're likely to see
some new faces, some old
ones, some new changes
and some renovations. For
those of you new to the
Lynn family, I welcome you
to your new "home away
from home," when: you' ll
make new friends and many
great memories. Things may
seem a bit overwhelming
rightnow,butsoon,you

will feel at ease as Lynn becomes your new home.
Throughout the n:cent
months, our campus has
changed into a place that
better serves you and our
faculty. You will find that
some of your professors
have moved their offices to
a more centralized location
for your convenience and
accessibility. The residence
centers are experiencing
some changes of their own,
in renovations, technology,
going wireless in many areas, as well as study lounges
and academic buildings.
You will also find many new
opportunities in a familiar
environment. Living and
learning will be an integral
part of your new experience
on campus with the addition
of classrooms located in
the residence halls. For the
sports fan, the new intramu·
ra1 ball fields are ready for
play, not to mention the additional bleachers in the de
Hoernle Sports and Cultural
Center that bave doubled
seating capacity in the gym,
allowing the opportunity for
NCAA regional and national events here on campus.
Sure to be one of your

favorite hangouts is the new
"Christine's" - a Starbuck's
style coffeehouse offering a
new dining choice for stu-.
dents, faculty and staff.
Lastly, we invite you to
make Lynn your place to
live, learn and interact.
Classes are in session, the
n:sidence halls are open, our
teams are playing and the
dining halls are serving all
meals. I encourage you to be
an active participant in campus life. I eagerly anticipate
seeing you around campus,
and also hearing about your
new accomplishments and
joys over the months ahead.
Please come up, introduce
yourself, ask a question,
share an anecdote, or just
say hello.
Most importantly, I wish
you a rewarding and productive year at Lynn University
- your community to live,
learn and interact as you
engage in your academic
studies, develop meaningful relationships, and make
lasting memories.
Cordially,

~?.t~

Kevin M. Ross
Chief Operating officer

The Student Activities Fair
had a great turnout yesterday, showcasing many of
Lynn's clubs and organizations.
Here are what a few of the
clubs at Lynn offer:
Tri Sigma, the only sorority on campus, offers lifelong sisterhood and friendship, holds many events on
campus, and does volunteer
worlt for the community.
Some activities that Tri
Sigma participates in are
bn:ast cancer drives, clothing drives and the Golden
Book drive for the hospital.
Tri Sigma is also the only
sorority in the nation that
participates in the Robby
Paige Memorial Fundraiser
for hospitalized childn:n.
Tri Sigma is a club to join if
you are inten:sted in having
fun and helping others at the
same time.
If you are in to psychology,
then the Psi Chi club may
be right for you. Psi Chi is
the National Honor Society
in Psychology, which promotes excellence in scholarships and advancing in the
science of psychology.
The International Affairs
Society is a great club to
join if you are interested in
diffen:nt cultun:s. The first
meeting for this club is today. This club is for those
who want to experience
something new.
These are just thn:e of the
extensive clubs and organizations offen:d hen: at Lynn
University. Then: are many
other clubs to join. For
more information about the
clubs that Lynn has to offer,
contact Jennifer, John, and
Marguax at the Office of
Student Activities, located
in the Knights' Court on the
second floor of the Student
Center.•

Editor. Jcna Zataay. Sporu: Mawil:io Bo~ero. Staff: Briuaay Bialowu. David Hunler, MM.-h3Ci Jacob~~. Adam Lamben, Ian NWma. Ytety Posner. Mara Shines, El•ia Sl.l&her\lnd, c.otina Su. a. Faculty AdvCsor. Myles Ludwi&

• ts Number One
Mens Soa:er No. 1 in Nation

ames Cage HoDOrecl

Lynn University's men's soccer
team made its triumphant return to
the top of the polls, earning a no.
I ranking by the National Soccer
Coaches Association of America on
Tuesday afternoon.

Lynn University senior James Cage
has been selected as a Street &
Smith's 2005-2006 College Basketball NCAA Division II Pre-Season
All-American for the upcoming
season, being listed among the honorable mention team.

The Fighting Knights have already
defeated two ranked opponents and
one NCAA Division I school in
starting 5-0 for the 12th time in program history.
Lynn University was last ranked no.
I on September 7, 2004 after starting the season 2-0.
'"'bis is nice honor for our program
and is something that our school
should be very proud of," said head
coach Shaun Pendleton.
"We started the season ranked in the
mid-20s and have worked our way
to no. I after playing a very difficult schedule, so this is just another
milestone for our team.
Now we just need to maintain our
position until the end of the year.
It's an honor to be ranked no. I in
the country and it just shows how
hard the team and the coaching staff
have worked."
The Knights travel to Lakeland,
fla. Saturday, September 24 to play
florida Southern College at 7 p.m.
in the team's first road trip.
Fans can follow along live by logging on to www.lynn.edu/athletics
and clicking on "live audio. "•

Slcr Naned AIAmeric:m

Cage, a 2004-2005 Second Team
All-Sunshine State Conference and
Second Team NABC All-South
Region honoree is the Fighting
Knights leading returning scorer
from the squad that earned a bid to
the NCAA Division II Elite Eight a
season ago.

The Streak is Snapped
Women's Soo:er Breaks Their Losing Streak

A promising start to the Lynn University women's soccer season hit a
minor detour with an 0-4 road trip
over the last two weekends.

Cage becomes the first player in However, the Knights snapped that
Lynn history to receive this highest four-game losing streak yesterday
afternoon when they won their
pre-season honor.
game against St. Thomas 6-2.
"James obviously had a great junior
year as he put up some fantastic The Blue and White follow up with
numbers for us while his game re- their SSC season opener on Friday,
ally grew and developed as the year September 24 at 7 pm when they
went on. This is a great honor for travel to florida Southern.
him and our entire program," Mc'"The team is frustrated but they
Millin said.
can't wait to get back on the field
"If he comes into this season with and play," sa,id head coach Rocky
the attitude that he needs to contin- Orezzoli.
ue improving, he has the chance to
'"They are looking forward to the
have a very special senior year."
chance to straighten things out and
Transferring to Lynn last year from get back on the winning track."
South Georgia Tech, Cage quickly
became a fixture in the sse leader St. Thomas (1-4-0) will be lookboards, finishing in the top-ten of ing for their first victory against
five offensive and defensive statis- the Fighting Knights, as LU holds
a 17-0 all-time record against the
tical categories.
Bobcats.
The Antioch, Tenn. native led the
squad in scoring with 14.1 points Last season, the Blue and White
per outing last year as he scored IS- squeaked out a 2-1 opening day vicplus points 15 different times and tory as Michelle Hoogveld recorded
posted a team-best point total in 14 her first career multi-goal game.
games.
STU's offense has generated only
During the Knights run in the eight goals while conceding 19.
NCAA Tournament, Cage knocked
down 11.2 points per contest, while
dishing out 2.8 assists.

"St. Thomas is a hard-working team
that has played us very tight the last
couple of meetings," Orezzoli said.
"We've struggled as of late, so we
need a good game against them before we open our conference schedule. But they're a team that cannot
be overlooked."
florida Southern (2-3-2, 0-1-0)
hosts Palm Beach Atlantic before
its match with the Knights. The
Moccasins dropped its SSC opener
to Eckerd College last Tuesday.
LU holds a 5-1-2 all-mark against
FS<;: but dropped its last game
played in Lakeland 1-0 in 2003.
Halie Clark leads the Mocs in scoring with six goals and 13 points
while Kim Fish and Sarah Manville
have shared duties in the net, posting a 1.74 goals-against average
with 38 saves.
"We've had a tough time playing at
florida Southern the last couple of
years as there has been a number of
tight games," said Orezzoli.
"We need to make sure we take care
of our chances and make sure we're
sharp defensively. It's our first conference match so it's important to
start off right. "•

The Knights posted a program-best
29-6 overall record while finishing
13-3 in the sse, capturing their
first-ever regular season conference championship and tournament
titles.
Lynn opens this season at home on
Nov. 15 against Palm Beach Atlantic.•
Today's Soccer Photos Taken By Vu:ky Posner
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Ifyou cOUld be an animal, what woulcfyou be?
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1:

Pool Tournament
When: 5:00pm
Where: Knights' Court
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This week in fashion the
stars are proving the quote
"Simplicity is more" to be
true by strutting their stuff
on the red carpet at the 2005
Emmy Awards and wearing
black and white.

Hillel Shabbat Dinner
When: 6:30 pm
Where: Henke Room
Volleyball Game
When: 7:00pm

i Fashion
That's Hot.

"A bear, so I could sleep all
day."

"My dog, because he is so
spoiled.w

"A lion, because I am aggressive and loud."

Ana Cristina Vivanco, Junior

-Tiffany Fearon. Junior

-Peter Kirschner. Freshman

;\!e(ha Schedule
On Campus
<lllllnl. iT M!Me~lbe Day
The Piano (R)
Director: Jane Campion
New Zealand, 1993, 121 min

Sometimes it isn't the color
of the dress that matters, but
how you wear it. Always
make sure the cut is appropriate for your figure. Simplicity can create an image
of elegance and·style.•

Raporfecl8y Micltael.laa:lbs

the

Piano

-

World Traveler
Antonio Dololi
H\
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Nasser is a 22 year old juThis controversially erotic nior from Amman, Jordan
film from New Zealand es- and went to boarding school
tablished screenwriter-di- in the US before attending
rector Jane Campion as a the Royal Military Acaduniversally recognized taJ- emy Sandhurst in English
ent Holly Hunter stars as where he was trained as an
Ada, a mute 19th-century Infantry officer.
woman sent to New Zea- Nasser graduated from the
land in an arranged marriage academy and became a Secwith a patriarchal landown- ond Lieutenant in the Jordaer (Sam Neill).
nian army. He spent over a
She brings along her daugh- year in the army and served
ter, Flora (Anna Paquin), during the war in Iraq.
and tries to also bring her Nasser was stationed on the
beloved piano, much to the Jordanian-lraqi border and
consternation of her new provided humanitarian aid
husband, who abandons the to Iraqi refugees.
piano on a beach.
Nasser says that he learned
Artistically and emotionally during this time first hand
frustrated, Ada finds her- how horrifying war is.
self experiencing an erotic As a result of Nasser's outawakening when Baines standing behavior, he was
(Harvey Keitel), an illiterate given academic leave. •
settler, rescues her piano,
buys it from her husband,
then strikes a strange bargain with Ada that gradually
leads to her sexual awakening-and to an explosive
confrontation. •
Excerpted From Yahoo/ Mo.,.
ies Online Guicle

Sc:homiy ~Year

Chip Fey has really blossomed in the field of hospitality in his new career
at the Four Seasons Resort
Palm Beach since graduating Lynn with a Bachelor of
Science degree in HospitaJity Management in December 2004.
Chip was hired by The Four
Seasons, a world leader in
luxury hotels, in February
2005 as Front Desk Receptionist.
As a Front Desk Receptionist, Chip is responsible for
customer service for incoming and current guests at the
front of the hotel in a high
volume work environment.
Chip's internships through
Lynn at the Marriott Boca
Raton and the Denali Bluffs
Hotel in Alaska, combined

with his lifelong world
travel experiences throughout Europe, Australia, and
North America gave Chip
the eltperience he needed to
begin his career.
"I enjoy the people I work
with. The coolest thing about
this job is to work for the
Four Seasons; it's the best
hotel company," said Chip.
Chip's advice to upcoming
Lynn hospitaJity students is,
"Do what you enjoy, what
makes you happy. Get into
a position that you see as
being fun. Get eltperience,
do an internship."
Frank Campo, Front Desk
Manager at the Four Seasons says, "Chip eltudes
Four Seasons culture. He
is reliable, dependable and
goes above and beyond for
guests."
Chip was a frequent visitor at the Hannifan Center
for Career Development
and Internships prior to his
graduation, and wants to
serve as a mentor for students in the HospitaJity program. Students interested in
communicating with Chip
should contact Kim Catalina, Career Advisor, at
kcatalina@lynn.edu.•

Ryan Seacrest & Shana Wall

Matthew West & Geena Davis

Edi10r. Jena. Z;bn.y. Spons: Mauricio Botero. Staff: Brittany BialoWill, David Hwuer, Michael J~ AdiUil Lambert, Jan N:lbama, Vicky Poleer. Man Shann, Bbia SutheNod, Carolina Suuez. Fx uhy Advitor. Myla LPolilwiJ

Cheerful~

Cheerleaders Try Out fti '05 Tean
'f. BrettGiallmut aiXIMicb:lel Jaxbi

The 2005 Lynn University cheerleading team held tryouts this past
Saturday, and it seems that there is
definite talent in store for this year's
team.

Women's Soccer Declaws Bobcats
Lady Knights Win Soccer Game Wdh a Score of 6-2

Lynn University's women's soccer
team set the tone early by scoring
three goals in the opening seven
minutes of play en route to downing St. Thomas by the score of 6-2
on Wednesday afternoon.

There were 15 different girls who
were going out for the team this
year, and each of them brought
something different to the table.

Molly Anderson (N. Lauderdale,
Aa.), Bridget Penta and Adrianne
Peterson led the offensive attack
with a goal and an assist each as the
The girls all worked in groups of Fighting Knights improved to 18-0
three,
where all-time against the Bobcats. LU
they had to do snaps a four-game losing streak to
a couple of dif- move to 4-5 on the season.
ferent
dance
moves, stunts,
and gymnastics.
Some of the
snints that the
girls had to do
were the toe
touch, the hurky,
and other types of gymnastics.
The four coaches all served as judg- "We scored three goals in a twoes, and at the end of the tryouts they minute span early in the match
got together and deliberated on who and that really set the stage for the
was going to make the team this rest of the game," said head coach
year.
Rocky Orezzoli.
Coach Brooke spoke on behalf of
the judges and said, "We're looking
forward to starting a new successful
season. The goals for the team are
very high this year and we think this
year's squad is one of the best we
have had in years."
The
cheerleaders will
be performing all of the
dance moves
and performances
at
the half time
shows at all
of t he basketball games
this year.•

"[ was a little disappointed in the
second half, we lost our focus a
little bit, but it was a nice result after the tough couple of weeks we
went through. Anytime you can
score goals, it's a good thing. But
now we need to take this momentum towards our first sse match-up
against Florida Southern."
The Knights offense took flight five
and a half minutes into the game
when Adrianne Peterson sent a long
cross from the line at mid-field towards the top center of the Bobcats
box. Anderson tipped the ball past
the defense and Summer McPhillips collected the loose ball fiveyards inside the box and fired on an
open net

The Knights added
two more goals in
the 20th and 21st
minutes,
when
Rachel Andreozzi
dribbled the ball
from mid-field to
the top of the box
unchallenged and
found an open gap
in the St. Thomas
Box. The senior
defender fired a
shot to the top right of the net for
her first goal.
Freshman Courtney O'Connell
found herself in the right place at
the right time a minute later when
Brittany Kompare's shot deflected
off the hands of Lessa and rolled
parallel to the goal line. O'Connell
tapped in the easy goal to make it
5-0 going into the half.
St. Thomas stepped up its game in
the second half, putting constant
pressure on the LU defense. That
pressure paid off in the 81 st minute
when Barbie Bermeo forced a bad
pass from the back line and scored
on a one-on-one with keeper Jenn
Shropshire.
A minute and a half later, Erin Evans sent a cross from the top-right
of the box, into the center of net
where Penta beat her defender and
headed in the cross to the inside of
the far post for her first goal of the
season.
Twenty seconds later, Penta played
the part of playmaker, sending a
long pass across the field to Anderson, where the former American
Heritage (Delray Beach) star onetimed a shot past Bobcats keeper
Christiane Lessa for the goal.
Lynn responded as Peterson scored
her the first collegiate goal of her
four-year career.

After missing on three breakaway
goals, the senior from Federal Way,
Wash. blocked an attempted clear,
caught the keeper off her line and
looped a shot into the net.
The oddest goal of the season came
as time was winding down in the
game. Kompare collected a pass
from Andreozzi in the middle of the
Knights zone. The junior midfielder
attempted to clear the ball but had
her shot blocked off of Bermeo's
back. The ball
ricocheted
into the air,
got caught by
a gust of wind
and
floated
over Shropshire's head
for the Bobcat's second
goal of the
game.
Kelly Friedrich recorded one save
and did not allow a goal in the first
half while Christiane Lessa notched
14 saves in the losing effort. The
Knights outshot the Bobcats 27-5.
Four different Knights' players recorded their first goals of the season.
LU returns to action Saturday, September 24 at 2pm when it travels to
playFloridaSoutheminitsSunshine
State Confere nce
opener. As
always, Collow along
the action
live by logging on to
www.lynn.
e duI athletics and
clicking on
"live
the
a ud i o"
link. •

Select Photos Taken By VICky Posner, Btetl
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Ifyou cxruld f!P on a date with anyone. who would it be and wb'ere would you pp

Christine's
7:30am 8:00pm

Nell Young
"Prairie Wind"
Gretchen Wilson
"All Jacked Up"

Ubrary
7:30am - 12:00 am

On Campu~

"I'd take Whoopie Goldberg to McDonald's."

"I'd take Jessica Alba to
Shore Club in Miami."

'1'd take Will Ferrell
streaking."
- M1111dy Harris. Sllphornore

Excerpted From Yahoo/ MoY.
ie• Online Guide

Ferry Conten
"Creamfields"

Vidflix
New DVD Releases

(]ani '171\bie~tbe~

Potemkin (NR)
Director: S. Eisenstein
USSR,l925
Sergei Eisenstein's film of
the famed Odessa revolt has
been one of the landmarks
of cinema since its release.
It was commissioned by the
government to commemorate the failed uprising of
190.5.
Tile Battleship Potemkin has
just returned from the war
with Japan, its crew near
mutiny because of brutal
treatment and bad rations.
When they're served maggot-infested meat one morning, the sailors finally rebel.
One of the sailors, Vakulinchuk (Aleksandr Antonov),
dissuades the officers from
firing upon the mutineers,
and they join the rest of the
crew in revolt.
Hearing of the mutiny, the
people of Odessa send supplies to express their solidarity with the crew and gather
en masse to mourn a slain
sailor. Tile czar's troops arrive to dispel the crowd.
In perhaps the most famous
sequence in film history,
the director rhymically intercuts shots of the troops
marching
machinelike
down the Odessa steps with
shots of innocent citizens
being killed and wounded,
in a brilliant embodiment
of the director's theories of
montage.
Aside from "Citizen Kane,"
perhaps the most perfectly
constructed film ever made,
the film's vision of tyranny
and rebellion remain as
powerful today as in 192.5.•

New CD Releases
Sheryl Crow
"Wildflower"

Knights' Court Grill
II :00 am - II :00 pm

l\kdia Schedule

TopTrmes

"I'd take Taye Diggs to
Hawaii."

"I'd take Rodrigo Santoro
to Rio de Janeiro"

-Larrisa Witherspoon

-Lauren Wiley. Sophomore
~ 8y lhtGiaaoal

-T.C Stewart. Sophomore

Lynn Students Go Loco For Locos Por Juana
2005 latin Grammy Nominated Band Performs at lynn
H

I \ \,

11

I
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Loco Por luna, a 200.5 Latin
Grammy nominated tenpiece band, gave an electrifying performance at Lynn
on Sept. 21.
Tile band, which has won
hearts in Puerto Rico, Europe, and the U.S. entranced
the souls of students here,
playing an explosive oneand-a-half-hour gig in our
cafeteria-cum-nightspot
From beginning to end the
guys from Argentina, Columbia and Venezuela had
the crowd dancing and
shouting for more.
Tiley represented their latest
album "Musica Pa 'I Pueblo"
(Music For Tile People),

pouring their hearts and
souls into the performance
with an innovative fusion
of Latin, Rock, Caribbean,
Reggae and Hip-Hop.
Initially, the audience was
disappointingly small, but
soon the music was a magnet, drawing in more and
more students.

Tile musicianship of the
· three guitarists, the bass
player, keyboard, trumpet,
sax, two percussionists and
front man meshed perfectly
together. One . of the most
captivating moments was
their cover of George Clinton's "We Got the Funk".
Possibly the best part of the .
concert was when the band
came out for an exhilarating encore after the performance was seemingly over.
After the show the front
man grinned and described
the band's sound as "one
sound.
He explained they were
immigrants of one blood,
though they came from different countries.•

Family Guy Presents Stewie
Griflln: The Untold Story
"The Family Guy" expands
to a feature-length movie
that starts out with Stewie's
near-death experience, fol- ·
lowed by Stewie's road trip
to find his real father, while
meanwhile Peter is fired
from his job for being a bad
parenl
GiiiDOI'e Girls: The Complete Fourth Season
This award-winning WB series is an intelligent, heartfelt drama about a mother
and daughter navigating
their turbulent world together, as both best friends
and family members.

Kddl Urban: um. R¥K Now
Multi-platinum artist Keith
Urban's two-hour DVD
concert features a virtual
'greatest hits' of Urban's
music including all six of
his #I singles. In addition to
the 18 songs, the DVD also
features behind the scenes
footage including Urban at
sound check and personal
perspectives from Urban
about his music.•

Editor: Jena bbay. Sportl: Mo.uri&:io ~to. Staff: Britt&Ay Bialowu, David Hunter, Micluarl liCObs, Adam L.atnbrn. tan N~ V".:ty f'aaa', M..a Shlnea.l!lala SulhtNM, O rolina Su.uu. f.:Wly Advilor: My\cs l.udwiJ
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ennis Team Trum

League Loss for Lynn

Coin~

MensandWomerfr. Temis Teams= South RsgiOnOampionsflips

Spartans 5feaJ Malth on

Weltz, the 2004 defending ITA
Southeast Regional Champion, defended her title this weekend with
her second-straight championship
as she knocked off two higher seeded players on the way including No.
I seed Ildiko Csordas from Barry.
"Vici played extremely well all
weekend long and she battled her
way through some very difficult
games," head coach Mike Perez
said.
"Her level of intensity is very impressive for being so young, but
she'd been here before and she finished on top again."

In doubles action, Weltz teamed
The Lynn University Fighting
Knight's men's tennis team competed second round Division II Wilson/ITA Southeast Region Championships.
Junior Dennis Riegraf came up with
the big win of the day, defeating No.
4 seed Carlos Custodio 6-2, 6-2, in
his second round of play.
Riegraf battled Florida Gulf Coast's
Compton is a three game match
winning 6-4, 4-6, 6-3.
Riegraf took the court at I0 a.m. on
Saturday to face Giel from Florida
Tech in the quarterfinals.
Aivarus Balzekas snatched a win in
the round of 32 but came up short
his following matches.
Balzekas falls to Florida Gulf
Coast's Gutierrez in a three game
match-up 6-1, 6-7, 7-6.

with senior Dragana Ilic in the
semifinals this morning as the No. I
seeded team fell short to third-seeded Mamie Mahler and Tasi Purcell
from Rollins by the score of 8-5.
In men's action, junior Dennis Riegraf battled against No. 2 seed Sebastian Niedermayer from Eckerd
as he lost in the semifinals by the
score of 6-1, 6-2.
Senior Jan Macko and junior Regnier Azevedo teamed up as the fourth
seed in the tournament, as they ended their weekend with an 8-5 loss
to No. I seed Hipp and Jensen from
Barry.
Weltz will now represent the Fighting Knights at the ITA National
Small College Championships,
hosted by Florida Gulf Coast in Fl
Myers on October 13-16. •

The Lynn University volleyball team
came up short today as Tampa, the
seventh-ranked team in the country,
handed the Fighting Knights their
first home loss of the season.

Lynn University's offensive was lethal Friday as the Fighting Knights
had three players record 20-plus
kills as they edged Eckerd College
in a Sunshine State Conference
thriller by the score of 3-2.
Lynn came back with the advantage
after a 30-19 game three victory and
finished off the match behind an explosive offensive attack, downing
Eckerd 15-12 in the deciding game.
'"This is our third straight five-game
victory and I think it really shows
the heart we have as a team to battle
to the very end," head coach Ginny
Kelly said. "We are showing signs
of maturity and patience and that is
great to see just 10 games into the
year."

Junior Larissa Witherspoon led the
team in kills with a game-high 17
as she put together her sixth double-double of the season adding
13 digs. Senior Theresa Daniels
also compiled a double-double, her
team-leading seventh of the season,
with 15 kills and 18 digs.
Freshman Erin Lyngse knocked
down double-digit kills for the
ninth-straight match finishing with
II this afternoon. Leading the
Knights offensive, senior Jessica
Woodby dished up 49 assists while
digging eight balls in the back row.

Junior Melissa Roberts collected
For the fifth time this season, senior
15 digs on the defensive side, and
Theresa Daniels had a game-high
junior Carissa Erath put down a ca27 kills, and collected a career-high
reer-high seven kills in the losing
21 digs for her team-leading sixth
effort.
double-double of the season and
fourth consecutive double-double
The Knights return to action on
performance.
September 28 as they travel down
I-95, tangling with SSC foe Nova
Behind Daniels, freshman Erin
Southeastern. This will mark the
Lyngse knocked down a career•high
first conference road match of the
24 kills by putting together a .439
season for the Knights as game time
hitting percentage. Junior Larissa
is schedule for 7 p.m. in Fl LauWitherspoon recorded 23 kills and
derdale.•
21 digs for her fifth double-double
of the season.

Azevedo in the round of sixteen lost
his first set 6-7, but pulled it together to get a game in the second set
which was postponed due to rain.

Assisting on the stellar offensive
performance of the entire Lynn
team, senior Jessica Woodby dished
up a career-high 76 assists, while
also digging out 14 balls on the defensive end. As the Knights' general on the court, Woodby put together her fourth double-double of
the season.

Lynn University sophomore Victoria Weltz, the No. 5 seed in the
Division II Wilson/ITA Southeast
Region Women's Singles Championships, defeated No. 3 seed Greta
Trotman from Barry University
in the final match Saturday by the
score of 6-2, 6-3.

Getting her first career start as libero for the Knights, junior Melissa Roberts collected 16 digs in
the back row in the winning effort.
Also starting in her first match up
front, junior Carissa Erath put down
five kills and sent back four blocks
over the net. •

Regnier Azevedo also grabs a victory in round 32 by defeating Florida
Southern's Flintoff 6-0,6-0.

The Sunshine State Conference
match proved to be the Knights (74, 2-1) first league loss as well as
the Spartans took the match with
scores of 30-23, 23-30, 30-16 and
30-19.
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Calendar

Cribs & Whips

On Campus

lynn's Hottest
ll

Poetry Club Meeting
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Knighls' Court

\ .

I' ·

,·

Swba Cel1ificalion Meeting
When: 121X>pm
Where: Lynn Lobby
Knightly News Meeting
When: 12:00 prn
Where: Main Srudio
Relay for Life Rally
When: 5:00pm
Where: Knights' Court
Molly McGee is livin' it up
in style her senior year at
Lynn University with her
hot black Mercedes.

lnlranu:al Voleytlal Mlmlg
When: 6:30 pm
Where: Sam \bllcyball Court
fnlralwnllMm'sSocur~

When: 7:00pm
Where: BUe&WiileRro:n,~

KAT Comedian Km Roga's
When: 7:00 prn
Where: Knights' Court

She loves riding in the Benz
to all the hot spots in Ft
Lauderdale and Miami.
"Hawaii. K

~Fiji."

~Honduras."

-Mesfin Setohm, Sophort~~m

-laun:n Holmes, F~man

-Perric Stilp, Freshman

AoporleciBy Oowicl tuar

Mecha &·hedule
On Campus
1

Cbaonel77 Marie <llbe Day
The Hours (PG-13)
Director: Stephen Daldry
USA, 2002, 114 min

Hurricane Rita

Players Pooled Together for F'ool Contest
Annual Pool Tournament Was a Success

One Sh.Jdent' s E.xpenence

H\ I) I' [,[

fh \I

Jill llli

I .... l

Ill..'-

Brett Glattman is always
looking "big time" in his
newAudiA6.

Ilie Curteany, a senior at
Lynn and a three time tournament winner, says that
he "likes the new red felted
table." When asked how he
felt about the game, he said,
"Today is going to be a fun
time, and I am here for the
fourth stick."

Glattman can be found riding around with his friends
Darren, Scotty, Michael or
Elysia Sutherland is a Lynn John at all the hot spots in
Junior from Houston, Texas, South florida.
whose family experienced
the effects of Hurricane Rita
first-hand.
Sutherland's family evacuThis is a story based on the
ated upon hearing Rita
Pulitzer Prize-winning novgained hurricane strength.
el by Michael Cunningham,
The family lraveled inland
which focuses on the auto Washington County,
thor Virginia Woolf and her
typically a one-hour drive.
struggle to write her famous Every year Lynn holds an
Brett Glattman's new apartannual pool tournament in
However, due to the mass
novel, Mrs. Dalloway.
ment is featured as this
which
amateur
pool
players
evacuation,
it
took
13
hours
As the story unfolds we see
week's Hot Crib.
Woolf (Kidman) battling come together to battle for Jeff Theise, a sophomore at of gridlock lraffic to reach
with depression, and we the top prize of a pool stick Lynn and a fourth-place win- their destination.
This crib is located in the
are introduced to two other and the pride of winning ner of the Lynn pool tourna- This evacuation consisted beautiful gated community
the
tournament.
Some
even
he
thought
he
ment
said
that
of nearly 3 million people C itation C lub, where he
women.
leaving the Texan shore
Moore plays a woman who consider these pool sticks as " would lose."
lives with Scott Robinson.
can' t deal with her role as a trophies, which they hang Curteany was victorious Sutherland stated that she He claims there is "never
on
the
wall.
was
terrified
seeing
what
the
Pool
Tournament,
in
housewife/mother in 1949.
a dull moment at the apartStreep plays a present day On Friday, the annual pool and won the Scarface pool her family had to endure ment."
woman who is throwing a tournament was held in the stick to add to his collec- during the hurricane.
tion. Those who attended Sutherland is thankful that
party for a friend (Harris) Knights' Court.
Be sure to catch next
Before the event began, the pool tournament had a Rita missed her hometown Wednesday's edition of the
who's dying of AIDS.•
some of the players com- good time and look forward and that her family mem- iPulse for more Cribs &
Excerpted From Crosswalk.
mented on the tournament.
bers are safe.•
to next year's game.•
com Movie Reviews
Whips.•
Editor. Jci'IA Zabfty. Sports: Mauri.;io BOlero. S111f: Brinmy 8i:llowu, David Hun~. Micbacl Ja:obs. A.d.2m Lambert, l.an Nahamt. Y.cky ~ner.

~ Shlna.

Eh:ia Sutherland, Cuolina S~z. F.:uhy AdvUior: Myles l..udwic

Lynn University junior Carissa
Erath is focused on the volleyball
team rising to the top. After earning
a spot in the starting lineup at the
middle bloclcing position last week,
Erath knocked down a career-high
seven lcills against No. 7 Tampa on
Saturday afternoon.
Heading into this week, Lynn needs
just one more victory to match its
season total from a year ago as the
Knights (7-4, 2-1) travel to Nova
Southeastern on Wednesday before
hosting No. 20 Barry on Thursday
night in two Sunshine State Conference match ups.
"''m excited about this upcoming
week because we are right where we
want to be as a team at point in the
season," Erath said. "We've been
worlcing so hard day in and day out
at practice and we're now seeing it
pay off in our matches."
Transferring to Lynn this season
after a two-year playing career at
Palm Beach Community College,
Erath came off the bench in the
Knights first nine games.
Erath had a break-through performance against Puerto Rico-Mayaguez with a team-high seven blocks,
leaving an impression on the coaching staff.
"Carissa has really dedicated herself
to improving each day she walks
into the gym," assistant coach Neil
Mayo said. "She has focused in on
worlcing on her blocking skills because as we all know, defense is the
key to winning."
The Knights will battle Nova Southeastern in the first match of a two-

match season series. This will be
the 18th meeting between the two
squads, with the Knights leading.
Lynn welcomes the Buccaneers to
Boca Raton and look to notch a victory against them for the first time in
school history. This will be the 17th
all-time meeting between Barry and
Lynn with the Bucs coming into the
game at 8-6 overall.
"I've never played against Barry
but they are the defending national
champions so we all know that we
have to bring our best game against
them," Erath added. "Our goal right
now is to stay together and keep our
confidence at a high level so we're
ready for whatever challenge we're
faced with."
The offensive attack for the Knights
has been the comer stone of their
game as senior Theresa Daniels
leads the team and the sse in lcills
with 4.62 per game. Totaling a
team-high 194 lcills on the season,
Daniels has also put together a
team-best six double-doubles. Junior Larissa Witherspoon sits in the
third spot in the conference leader
board, averaging 3.84 kills per
game, as freshman Erin Lyngse has
quickly made a name for her self
in the fifth spot amongst the league
leaders with 3.53 lcills per game.
Setting up the Knights offense all
season long, senior Jessica Woodby
leads tlie sse in assists per game
dishing up 13.02. With 560 assists
this season, Woodby became the
programs all-time assists leader with
1,555, passing Erica Hardy (1,481)
against Tampa on Sept 24. •

Jessica Woodby

-

Kenneth Vlquez

Volleyball- Setter

Soccer- Midfielder

MlUor
Biology

MI\Jor
Business

ClaJi
Senior

Class
Junior

Country
USA

Country

Hometown
McDonald, Tenn.

Hometown
Kenner, La.

USA

Senior seUer set a career-high with 76 Junior forward scored two goals in
assists in five-game victory over Eck- 4-2 victory against Florida Southenl while a1:;o noiChing 14 digs for her em.
fourth double-double of the season.
Woodby was al:;o able to knock down Viquez scored his first goal in the
four kills and three service aces against 67th minute, tying the game at 2-2
the Trirons. Against seventh-ranked and followed up with his next goal
Tampa. the McDonald, Tenn., native led in the 86th minute of play to seal the
the team with 49 assists while aJ:;o col- victory for the no. I ranked Fighting
Knights.
lecting eight digs.
Woodby averaged 13.89 assists per
game fur the week and is now avernging
a team and Sunshine State Confureru:e
high 13.02 per game. She aJ:;o became
the prognuns all-tirrl: assists leader with
1,555, passing Erica Hardy (1,481).•

L

The multi-goal game was his first as
a Knight and gave him three goals
and eight points, both third on the
team.•

Questton o t e Day

Calendar

Who would you want to play you in a movie?

On Campus

Qrx'n I'vlic Night
Pee~
IL

Student Govement Meeting
When: 7:00pm
Where: Green Center

"Angelina Joli."

"Natalie Portman"

"Michael Douglas."

Job Search for International Students
When: 3:00 - 4 :00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
(Trinity Hall)
-

--

On Campus
"Jabirr Abbar."

"Paul Walker"

"Reese Witherspoon."

Cayman, Sophomore

-Kyle Robert, Senior

-Jayroe Stacey. Senior

R.parled 8y ~ Sullterland

Rubber Bowl
Studem Learn about STD5
H'
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Over 100 students attended
this event.

Excerpted From Yahoo! Movies Online Guide

Coordinator of Student
Activities John Valentine
called this event "a pleasant
surprise."

The "Rubber Bowl" was
constructed as a sexual
awareness game similar to
Jeopardy.
There were three main categories for the students
to choose questions from :
Sexual Transmitted Diseases, Contraceptives and
Anatomy.

This year proved to surpass
all expectations of student
involvement, performance
and attendance.
There was not an empty seat
at the event held on the patio of Christine's, and there
were students ranging from
freshmen to seniors cramming in for the show.
Although Open Mic Night
was not limited to musical
performances, this first night
set a trend that will focus on
students expressing their
musical ·taste and talents to
their peers in a relaxed and
easygoing atmosphere.

Lynn University and the
Knight Activity Team held
the first ever "Rubber Bowl"
last Thursday night in the
cafeteria.

Director Bryan Singer's
labyrinthine crime drama
centers on five career criminals (played by Gabriel Byme, Kevin Spacey, Benicio
Del Toro, Kevin Pollak, and
Stephen Baldwin) who meet
after being rounded up for a
standard police line-up.
Upon their release, the men
band together to pull off an
intricate heist involving $3
million worth of emeralds.
Their success brings them
to the attention of the enigmatic Keyser Soze, an underworld crime figure who
coerces them into pulling
off an important and high! y
dangerous job.
This movie is one of the most
fascinating crime thrillers in
cinema history.•

\11111lt

Open Mic Night is organized by Valentine's office
and has had a small following since it was started last
semester.

l\lt:ch<l Sdwclulc
CllannelTIMIMecitiRDay
The Usual Suspects (R)
Director: Bryan Singer
American, 1995, 105 min

1

Lynn hosted its first Open
Mic Night of the year on
Monday that involved everything from solo acts to
impromptu comedy.

VoHeybaU Game
When: 7:00pm
Where: dcHoemlc Center
Coffee House
When: 6:30 pm
Where: Knights' Court

Play and Perform

Pt111

Each of the categories of It is estimated that somethe game were broken down where between 20 and 25
into various questions that percent of college students
ranged in point value ac- are or have been infected
with an STD.
cording to difficulty.
Students worked together
on teams to answer the
questions. The teams competed for prizes and dozens
of free condoms.
As the difficulty of the questions increased, the amount
of condoms and prizes
awarded increased.
Students attended this free
event to learn both the facts
and misconceptions about
Sex.ually Transmitted Discases.

For more information regarding Sexually Transmitted Diseases or any other
health concerns
by the Health
Center located
nex.tto the Residence Life office.

The
Student
Health Center
is open from
8:00 am - 8:00
pm
Monday
- Friday.•

Students who missed this
opportunity to either perform or simply· enjoy the
first Open Mic Night need
not fret.
Open Mic Night will be happening every last Monday of
the month on the Christine's
Patio at 7:00 pm. Get there
early to snag a good spot. •

Men's Basketball Team Keeping Expectations High
A 2005-2006 Fighting Knights Men's Basketball Season Outlook

.""'

After taking the Fighting Knights to the NCAA
Division II Elite Eight in just his second year at
the helm of the Lynn University men's basketball program last season, head coach Scott McMillin is excited about the challenge that awaits
his team in 2005-2006.
Finishing with a 29-6 overall record, the Knights
captured their first-ever Sunshine State Conference regular season and tournament titles in
arguably their finest season since joining the
NCAA in 1996-1997.
Chasing history all season long, Lynn continued to roll through the NCAA Division II South
Region Tournament, clinching the bid to play in
the national spotlight at the Elite Eight in Grand
Forks, N.D.
McMillin molded the Knights into the total package as they averaged over 75 points per contest
with a 13.8 scoring margin against opponents
while holding their opponents to 60 points or
less a record-breaking 14 different times.
Ending the season in the national semifinals, the
Knights 29-game win total was highest in program history.
"Our expectations going into every year are
high, but this year we need to take advantage of
our previous success and continue building this
program so that every year we are competing at
a national level," McMillin, the 2005 SSC and
South Region Coach of the Year, said.
"Sometimes keeping the program at a high level
is tougher than getting it there."
Street & Smith's 2005-06 NCAA Division II
Pre-Season Honorable Mention All-America
guard James Cage quickly became a fixture on
the sse offensive and defensive leader boards in
his first season with Lynn last year.
Cage returns for his second and final season with
the Blue and White after leading the squad in
scoring with 14.1 points per outing last year.
"James obviously had a great junior year and as
his game really grew and developed throughout
the season, he put up some fantastic numbers for
us," McMillin said.
"He is a battle-tested player who fought through
some very tough games last year and was able to
make big plays. If James comes in with the attitude that he needs to continue improving, he has
the chance to have a very special senior year."
Senior Marcus Hayes returns for the Blue and
White as he will try to focus more on his front
court game, compared to his very versatile role
last year.

Hayes was the only player to start all 35 games
last season, and was voted as the Knights' Most
Valuable Player.
''This will be Marcus'
third year with me and
he fully understands
what is expected of him.
We are looking for him
to improve his production, while continuing to
be a strong leader," McMillin said.
"He's an unbelievable hard worker and is a tenacious defender on and off the ball. This could be
a special year for him not only on the court but
in the way he helps the new players make the
transition to our program."
Joining Hayes in the front court, forwards Sheldon Edwards and Chris Temple will round out
the senior class.
"Sheldon's main focus this season should be to
build upon the success he had late last year,"
McMillin said.
"If his confidence
continues to improve,
he has the potential to
be a very productive
player day in and day
out for us."
"Chris is a player that
over the past year
that has grown as a
person on the court
and
academically.
He's gained a lot of
strength over the last
year, which will help
his overall game,"
McMillin said.
"His commitment to
defense is impressive,
and going into this year he could become one of
the better post-players in the conference."
Stepping up as a redshirt freshman last year,
forward Hans Schur returns for his sophomore
campaign after picking up vital minutes on the
hardwood a season ago.
"It has been very exciting to watch Hans' game
grow and develop. He was very productive for
us as he made a huge jump from his redshirt season to last year," McMillin said.
"We are looking for him to do bigger and better
things this year and to be a major factor for us
throughout this season."
At the guard position, the Knights boost their
lineup with three additions to the roster. Danny
Ryan is the lone freshman on the squad.
"We're looking for Danny to come in immediately start to challenge some guys," McMillin
said. "He's extremely excited about being a part
of this program and we are looking forward to
seeing him be an integral part of what we're trying to accomplish everyday."

Sophomore Evan Cohn will look to compete for
time on the hardwood at the point guard position,
and junior transfer Andrew Smith joins Lynn after a stellar two-year career at Mercyhurst Northeast Community College.
"Evan has the ability to be a leader on the court
and we're looking forward to seeing him mature
in this program," McMillin said.
"Drew is a talented player and we're exciting
about having him here. He's a competitive player and he's very coachable which will help him
adjust to this level of basketball."
Versatility will prove to help incoming junior
Darnell Kirkwood and sophomore Shae Pinckney.
"Darnell is a player that we're hoping can come
in and take a certain role for this program. He
has the ability to guard four or five different positions on the court," McMillin said.
"Shea has to come in and understand what it's
like to play at this level and he has a lot of natural
ability that will help him grow here at Lynn."
Rounding out the newcomers, junior transfer Jasper McDuffus will be forward for the Knights.
"Jasper is player who has a lot of potential. Once
he gets himself into tremendous physical shape
Jasper is going to be a great asset to this team.
He's very good with his back to the basket and
he's going to a great post presence for us," McMillin said.
1be Knights have stacked their non-conference
schedule with some tough opponents to prepare
themselves for the sse portion of the season.
Tuning up against Division I opponent BethuneCookman in an exhibition game on Nov. 4, the
Knights will match up with four Division II opponents in the first month of action.
LU's opening month challenges also include the
first of two games against Division II South Region Quarterfinalist Florida Gulf Coast on Dec.
3 at the deHoemle Center.
The Knights will open up SSC play with rival
Barry on Dec. I 0 on their home court.
"Playing in the Sunshine State Conference, we
know that every game is going to be a battle to
the very last minutes. This is why we like to play
a very tough non-conference schedule to prepare
ourselves," McMillin said.
"We're all extremely excited about the challenge
that awaits us and we hope to continue to move
this program to the top."•
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Last Day to Remove an "I"
I ncomplete from Spring
or Summer Semesters
Undergraduate Day Students Only.-

Sherri B - held a contest
in the iPulse to see who
could solve the following
math problem. The winner
was so-and-so and received
a cash prize.

Bowling Trip to Don
Carter~

When: 7:00pm
Where: Vans will leave
from the·security shack.

Media Schedule
On Campus
Own.l77 MIMerllhe Day
Do The Right Thing (R)
Director: Spike Lee
USA, 1989, 120 min

Spike Lee's racial and political filmmaking bent is given
the full treatment with this
simmering expos~! of racial
tensions in a New York City
neighborhood.
The film, written by Lee
(and nominated for an Oscar), follows a group of racially diverse inhabitants
from Brooklyn's BedfordStuyvesant neighborhood.
These include African
American pizza deliveryman Mookie (Lee), the racially sensitive Buggin' Out
(Giancarlo Esposito), and
the silent Radio Raheem
(Bill Nunn).
Also thrown into the mix
are Sal (an Oscar-nominated Danny Aiello), the Italian-American proprietor of
Sal's Pizzeria, and his two
sons, Pino (John Thrturro)
and Vito (Richard Edson),
who hold opposing attitudes
wben it comes to race.•
Excerpted From Yahool Mov·
ies Online Guide

Megan McSweeney is a 20year-old junior from Cazenovia, New York.
McSweeney is majoring in
Journalism and Mass Communication with a specialization in Advertising and
Public Relations.
This summer she had the
privilege of traveling to
London, England with her
mother and sister. McSweeney was unable to participate in the study abroad trip
to London with Lynn University so she embarked on
her own learning adventure.
Not only was McSweeney
able to go sightseeing and

"The kind that's played on
96.1 on Thursdays at 9:30."

enjoy exploring the city of
London, she was able to
visit Maxim Magazine.
McSweeney also visited a
few advertising agencies
and was able to talk to some
of the executive directors.
Her favorite parts of the trip
were the fine cuisine in the
resturants and the incredible
nightlife.
McSweeney hopes to travel
to London again next summer with the Study Abroad
program at Lynn and with
some of her close friends
who share the same interests in Advertising and Public Relations.

"Everything, especially
Dave Matthews Band."

PROBLEM:
Two rooms are connected
by a hallway that has a bend
in it so that it is impossible to see one room while
standing in the other. One
of the rooms has three light
switches. You are told that
exactly one of the switches
turns on a light in the other
room, and the other two are
not connected to any lights.
What is the fewest number
of times you would have
to walk to the other room
to figure out which switch
turns on the light?
RefeJ<nOe: The Hean of Malhr:malics.

-Edgar Nunley, Sophomore

llaported 8y Jeno Zala:.rrt

This week in fashion is all
about BIG AND BOLD accessories.
Hobo bags worn with a
flowing outfit and big necklaces are what the stars are
rockin' this week.

It's all about accessories this
week, ladies, so get out there
and layer on those necklaces. Don't be afraid to mismatch colors and patterns.
As the stars say, "Matching
is for old people."

BurJ<r. K<y Colle&< Publishing. 2000.
SOLUTIO N:
At first glance this problem
seems impossible. When
you walk into the other
room, you will see one of
two possibilities. Either the
light is on, or the light is
off. Two possible outcomes
can't resolve three possible
situations! In order to solve
the problem, we must find
more information. The key
to this problem is that real
lights become hot after an
extended period of time.
Furthermore, once hot, they
take a long time to cool
down. So you can obtain
extra information by turning on one of the switches,
waiting ten minutes, and
then turning off the switch.
Tum on switch #1. WaitlO
minutes. Thm off switch
#I. Now tum on switch #2
and quickly go into the other room and put your hand
on the light. There are now
three possible outcomes.

-\bmica l.arxlgren, Grad~

l~k_\ l'lhll~l

Jessie. Alba

Men, your accessories tip
for this week is go out and
get that hot duffel bag for
your next vacation. Traveling light doesn't mean you
can't travel in style.

Be sure to check next Friday's iPulse for more hot
fashion tips! •
Questioas or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Both are expected to contribute
heavily
once
they return.
i
"We are not going to rush these " two players be- '
cause they can
and will play rna':
jor roles on this
•
team once they
are healthy," DeCosta said.
"Because of that,
realistically, they should be ready
by the Sunshine State Conference
season. We have enough without
them but we need them to make a
run deep into the post-season.
Getting them back allows this team
to be much faster. They' II increase
our speed, especially on the defen. sive end as both of them are great
athletes with impressive lateral
movement"
Schedule
The Knights open the season Tuesday, November 15 when they travel
to Opa Locka, Fla. to face Florida
Memorial College. The team's first
and only regular season tournament
will be in Russellville, Ark., for the
Arkansas Tech Tournament where
they will play NCAA Elite Eight
and National Semifinalist Central
Arkansas.
LU follows up with games against
Florida Gulf Coast and Missouri
Western before taking on NAJA
Quarterfinalist Bethel College.
"We have a very ambitious schedule this year," said DeCosta, who
became only the second coach in
school history to defeat Rollins and
Tampa and the first to accomplish
that feat in the same season.
"We are going to face great competition from the out-of-conference
opponents, our kids are really looking forward to the Gulf South Conference match-ups, while every year
the sse proves to be a battle.''•

.4\

High expectations are in place for
the 2005-06 Lynn University women's basketball team.
The Fighting Knights return their
entire team, including two injured
players, and welcome three new additions.
A year after winning the most games
since 2001-02, equaling the amount
of wins the past two years combined
and winning the second most sse
games in program history, this is a
team that can only improve.
Lest opponents forget the Blue and
White played a significant amount
of games with only six healthy players and lost six games by I 0 points
or less. The Knights played only
three games with their full roster.
With a full arsenal at their disposal the Knights will be kings of the
round table this season.
"After finishing last season the way
we did, in such a limited capacity,
to us it was a success," said head
coach Pam DeCosta, who is 17-38
in two seasons.
"The kids who finished out the season were incredible and they gained
a tremendous amount of experience
that we hope will carry over into
this season.
Our expectations are
high and everyone left
last season with the
same thoughts: getting
stronger, getting better and coming back to
show everyone what
should have been. We
have a lot of kids that
are coming back that are
better players and we're
anxious to get back on
:1Wo;..;.;.....l the floor."

Backcourt
The guard position receives a major boost in depth this season as the
Knights welcome two new faces
to go along with Lisa Sykora and
Makina Waye.
Sykora enjoyed a breakout season
in 2004-05, setting career-highs in
every offensive category. The junior finished seventh in the sse in
assists while also finishing seventh
in the conference in 3-pt field goal
percentage (30.4%).
Waye saw her defense improve
drastically, averaging 1.68 steals
per game.
Jade Williams adds speed and athleticism to tbe point guard position.
Sophie Hofferberth is another lethal
outside shooter. Hofferberth averaged over 16 points per game last
year and nearly 40% from beyond
the arc.
"Our guard position should definitely be a strength of this team."
DeCosta said. "Jade [Williams]
and Makina [Waye] will be our primary ball-handlers this year. Jade
is very fast with the ball [and] is a
great passer and will be able create
opportunities by driving to the lane
and kicking out to her teammates
on the three-point line.
Makina is getting better in all facets
of her game and she grew a lot as
a player last season, coming from a
junior college and being forced into
tbe lineup.
[Lisa] Sykora and Sophie Hofferberth will play the two guard and
become our long-range threats."

Frontcourt
The Knights Most Valuable Player,
Jackie Codiga, returns for her senior
season after leading the Knights in
nearly every category.

Codiga finished in the top- I 0 of the
sse in eight individual categories,
en route to being a unanimous First
Team AII-SSC selection.
There are three returning frontcourt
players, Megan Osmer, Allegra
Armstrong and Vivian Turner.
The Knights also welcome the addition of Sarah Mahan and Krystal
Perry to the mix.
"Jackie stepped up her game over
the summer but what people will see
in her this year is her improvement
on the perimeter," said DeCosta.
"We.asked her to score so much last
season that she had to get away from
rebounding, but if she can control
the boards like she did when she
first got here, then there's no reason
she can't average a double-double
every game.
The addition of Sarah Mahan will
be very significant. She is a Jackieclone that can step out, shoot the
three and is also very explosive in
thepost. Weexpecthertobeathreat
on the low post but also be able to
step out hit some jumpshots.
Megan Osmer gives us our big body
down low and can set the tone for us
defensively. All of our frontcourt
players are interchangeable which
allows us to do some fun things."
Return from Injury
The Knights suffered two major
losses to injury last season as both
Cherise George and Rae Rae Fripp
tore their ACL's. George had been
averaging 13.6 ppg while Fripp was
averaging 9.3 ppg.

